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ABSTRACT
When the narrative and discursive aspects of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount (SOTM)
are divorced from their cultural and rhetorical context, traditional historical-critical
methods of exposition miss important contextual applications. Originally delivered as a
live discourse to an audience of first-century Jews, the text and circumstances of the SOTM
are recorded in Matthew 5-7 by one of Jesus’ followers as an embedded discourse within
the larger framing narrative of the first gospel.
However, the dynamics of interactive discourse are quite different than what
contemporary readers experience with printed text on a page. Absent that live exchange
and its embedded cultural and rhetorical context (both Jewish and Rabbinic), it is easy to
miss key truths and applications, thereby reducing our ability to see its counter-cultural
implications for today. The inevitable result is that church attenders become more
knowledgeable about the Bible and its words, but have difficulty appreciating its countercultural applications and applying its counter-cultural message to their lives.
The Sermon on the Mount is replete with meanings and implications which would
have been self-evident to the original audience but which are not necessarily clear to later
readers apart from a careful analysis of their rhetorical significance by analyzing the
interplay of the recorded discourse, the rhetorical context, and the narrator’s focalization of
it. Using insights from Bakhtinian dialogism, perspectives from semiotics and
communication methods, and tools from narratology and discourse analysis, this
dissertation re-engages those cultural and rhetorical insights to enable pastors and teachers
to discern its counter-cultural message, and ultimately to resolve the disconnect between
believers’ lifestyle (discipleship) & Jesus’ expectations. Since our hermeneutical methods

x

potentially shape our teaching and preaching, this research analyzes the core and essence
of Jesus’ most important teaching to consider important ramifications for how we
communicate discipleship and holiness expectations today.

xi

INTRODUCTION:
THE PROBLEM OF VANTAGE POINTS

The movie Vantage Point (2008)1 introduced a powerful concept in filmmaking
which provides important insights into dialogic context, concepts which inform this
dissertation. The film’s plot centers around the attempted assassination of a fictional U.S.
president on foreign soil at a counter-terrorism summit in Salamanca, but the significant
plot device utilized was an exploration of the experience from multiple vantage points.2
At first, viewers see the events unfold from the viewpoint of the media personnel who are
providing the live event coverage, when an unseen sniper shoots the president as he
greets the crowd from the podium. Minutes later, an explosion outside the plaza occurs,
followed by a second explosion within the plaza that levels the podium area, resulting in
numerous fatalities and an aftermath of confusion.3 Then the tape rewinds and we see the
exact same events played out from another vantage point–this time that of Secret Service
agents who are carefully scrutinizing the environment for any potential threats. Moments
after the gunshots occur, one of the agents tackles a man who appears to be rushing the
president on the stage, while another agent pursues a lead on the potential assassin.4

1

Vantage Point, directed by Pete Travis, produced by Neil Moritz (Columbia Pictures, 2008),
DVD (Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2008).
2

“Synopsis for Vantage Point (2008),” The Internet Movie Database (IMDb), accessed January
21, 2014, http://www.imdb.com/title/ tt0443274/synopsis?ref_=tt_stry_pl.
3

Ibid.

4

Ibid.

1

2
The scenes rewind six more times, with each successive scenario that plays out
revealing more information which had previously been hidden from view in earlier
vantage points: The couple which appears to be having a conflict in the first view are
revealed to be co-conspirators, one of whom is reluctantly being forced to participate.5
The man who rushed the stage turns out to be a Spanish secret police officer charged with
protecting the city’s mayor, so he is just doing his job (except that a later vantage point
reveals his involvement in a different aspect of the assassination attempt).6 And the
friendly Middle Eastern man who casually interacts with an American tourist filming
with a camcorder turns out to be the mastermind, controlling numerous aspects remotely
via smartphone–and his seemingly innocuous interactions were intended to distract the
tourist from noticing or filming several key actions.7
In the end, a complex web of interactions and hidden connections are revealed
which provide a visually and psychologically intense, surprising yet emotionally
satisfying conclusion. The message is clear, as revealed in the trailer: “If you think
you’ve seen it all, look again”8 (i.e., only when all vantage points are considered will the
complex story of what really happened become clear). Each has a piece of the puzzle, but
none alone has the full story.9 This motif of multiple vantage points provides a useful

5

Vantage Point, DVD.

6

Ibid.

7

Ibid.

8

“Vantage Point: Now Available” (Trailer), About Vantage Point, accessed June 29, 2014,
http://www.sonypictures.com/movies/ vantagepoint/.
9

Ibid.
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metaphor to explain the challenges of interpretation and application of the Sermon on the
Mount for today’s world.

Understanding and Applying the Sermon on the Mount
The Sermon on the Mount (SOTM) is of paramount importance to Christian
living and discipleship. It has been viewed as the “quintessence of Christianity,”10 the
crowning achievement of Jesus, and a foundation upon which all of Christianity
purportedly rests. Archibald M. Hunter called it “the most searching and powerful
utterance we possess on what concerns the moral life,”11 and Scot McKnight calls it the
“moral portrait of Jesus’ own people,” one which serves as both instruction and indictment.12
Renowned New Testament scholar John R.W. Stott says the sermon is “probably the
best-known part of the teaching of Jesus, though arguably it is the least understood, and
certainly it is the least obeyed. It is the nearest thing to a manifesto that he ever uttered,
for it is his own description of what he wanted his followers to be and to do.”13
However, not everyone sings its praises: Acknowledging that some consider it the
“finest statement of the highest ethic that mankind has known,” W.D. Davies also notes

10

Dale C. Allison, The Sermon on the Mount: Inspiring the Moral Imagination (New York, NY:
Crossroad Publishing Company, 1999), xi. Allison resists this appellation, believing it to erroneously
follow from viewing the SOTM in isolation.
11

Archibald M. Hunter, A Pattern for Life: An Exposition of the Sermon on the Mount, Its Making,
Its Exegesis and Its Meaning (Philadelphia, PA: Westminster Press, 1953), 9.
12

Scot McKnight, The Sermon on the Mount, The Story of God Bible Commentary Series, eds.
Tremper Longman III & Scot McKnight (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2013), 1.
13

John R. W. Stott, The Message of the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7): Christian CounterCulture, The Bible Speaks Today series (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 1985), 15, emphasis mine.

4
that others find it “a pernicious document” which presents “an utterly impossible ethic.”14
In fact, there is considerable disagreement regarding its ethical applicability. Just as there
are those who seek to explain the SOTM’s significance, there are even more who–when
confronted by Christ’s radical demands in the passage–seek to explain away or minimize
their relevance. The history of interpretation of the SOTM includes a wide diversity of
approaches regarding its ethical applicability.
Harvey McArthur famously identified twelve major interpretive approaches
among the SOTM literature.15 Jewish rabbi Pinchas Lapide describes “eight
misinterpretations” which comprise his analysis of alternative views.16 Warren Kissinger
takes it a step further, tracing the history of the sermon’s use from the Didache to Davies’
seminal work.17 Writing the same year as Lapide’s work, Robert Guelich traces the
development of views as responses to various movements and the positions they sought
to redress.18 Craig S. Keener states that “more than thirty-six discrete views exist”19 and
rather than try to unpack them all, he summarizes Craig Blomberg’s grouping of eight

14

W. D. Davies, The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press, 1964).
15

Harvey K. McArthur, Understanding the Sermon on the Mount (New York: Harper, 1960), 122-

16

Pinchas Lapide, The Sermon on the Mount: Utopia or Program for Action? (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis,

127.
1986), 4-6.
17

Warren S. Kissinger, The Sermon on the Mount: A History of Interpretation and Bibliography,
American Theological Library Association (ATLA) Series 3 (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow, 1975), 3.
18

Robert A. Guelich, The Sermon on the Mount: A Foundation for Understanding (Waco, TX:
Word, 1982), 14-24.
19

Craig S. Keener, The Gospel of Matthew: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 2009), 160.
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major views20 (which in actuality is quite similar to McArthur’s original). Most recently,
Charles Quarles devoted an entire chapter to a brief history of interpretation.21
Compiling and comparing the various views and categorization schemes, this
researcher finds 10 major views which can be grouped into four main categories:
1. Literal (Obedience Expected)–This approach presumes that Jesus meant what He
said and expects us to follow the teachings that He outlined in the SOTM. It includes
the absolutist (strictly literal) stance of monastics like St. Francis of Assisi, the 1st
century Didache, the 4th century preacher John Chrysostom, and radicals like Leo
Tolstoi, what Lapide terms the Perfectionist understanding, as well as the Anabaptist
perspective and more nuanced literalist interpretations like Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s.22
2. Impossible (Obedience Not Expected)–This approach seeks to redress the
disparity between call and reality, concluding that what Jesus called for is not
practical nor realistic and therefore strict obedience cannot be expected. This
includes the Interim Ethic view, as popularized by Albert Schweitzer, which
presumed that Jesus foresaw an imminent end to history and thus reduces the
radical ethic of Jesus to a temporary fix for an interim situation which purportedly
was mistaken and no longer exists, as well as the Dispensationalist view, which
harmonizes the extremes by isolating them to various ages, either the age of Law

20

Craig L. Blomberg, Matthew, The New American Commentary (Nashville, TN: Broadman
Press), 94-95. As cited in Keener, Matthew: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary, 160.
21

Charles L. Quarles, The Sermon on the Mount: Restoring Christ’s Message to the Modern
Church, NAC Studies in Bible & Theology series (Nashville, TN: B & H Academic, 2011).
22

Quarles, SOTM , 4-5 & 9; Lapide, SOTM, 5; Guelich, SOTM, 17-19 & 21; Kissinger, 9-12, 2934, 55-56, & 67.
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or the Millenial Kingdom (as exhibited by J.N. Darby, C.I. Scofield, Lewis Sperry
Chaffer, and Charles Ryrie).23
3. Conciliatory (Pragmatic Determinism)–This approach seeks to reconcile
apparent impossibilities with an expectation of responsibility, and it include the
Double Standard approach of Roman Catholic moral teaching (introduced by
Thomas Aquinas), which distinguished between the “precepts” and “counsels” of
the Gospel, as well as Two Realms, a Protestant modification of the Catholic
view, which distinguished between spiritual and temporal realms and discounted
the radical teachings accordingly (primarily taught by Luther, though Calvin took
a similar approach).24 A more recent adaptation of this approach among modern
evangelical scholars is what Quarles calls the “inaugurated eschatology”
approach, which claims that the Kingdom of God was inaugurated on earth
through the ministry of Jesus but will not be fully consummated until His return;
consequently, the righteousness described by the SOTM would not be fully
characterized in His disciples until His return.25
4. Generalized (Principles Only)–This approach views the SOTM as a collection
of useful moral teachings which are to be generally followed in principle but not
in specifics. This includes the Repentance view articulated by Gerhard Kittel and
J. Gresham Machen, which claims that the point of the SOTM was not that it be

23

Guelich, SOTM, 19-21; Quarles, SOTM, 9-10; Kissinger, 57-60 & 61-66.

24

Quarles, SOTM, 7-8; Guelich, SOTM, 15-17; Kissinger, 17-18, 20-23, & 26-29.

25

Quarles, SOTM, 10-11.
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followed but to exasperate men to the point of repentance (the interpretation
which Lapide termed “Unrealizability”26), as well as the Unconditioned Divine
Will view, which presumes that all of the demands “were given in absolute,
unconditioned form but that those who follow after must make their own
adjustments in the light of the earthly limitations and necessities experienced.”27 It
also includes the General Principles view (the approach taken by Augustine), the
“success in life” metaphysical concepts espoused by Emmet Fox, and the
Attitudes-Not-Acts theory, which was most notably demonstrated by Wilhelm
Herrmann whose emphasis on the “Moral Teachings of Jesus” forms an important
part of The Social Gospel.28 The adaptations of Schweitzer’s interim ethic view
based on form criticism (Martin Dibelius, Carl Stange, and Johannes Weiss) as
well as Hans Windisch’s response to their approach would also fall into this
category.29
Thus there is a widespread agreement on the relevance of the SOTM, but little
agreement as to ethical applicability (how prescriptive it is for individual believers
today). This diversity of interpretations and vastly divergent ethical applications of such
an important portion of Scripture begs the question which Paul Ricouer raised30 and

26

Lapide, SOTM, 4-5.

27

McArthur, Understanding the SOTM , 122-127.

28

Ibid.

29

Guelich, SOTM, 19-21; Lapide, SOTM, 5; Kissinger 69-70 & 72-77.

30

Paul Ricoeur, The Conflict of Interpretations: Essays in Hermeneutics, Studies in
Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2007), 62-78.
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Daniel Patte explored: Can divergent interpretations of the same biblical text be equally
legitimate and plausible?31 Taken at face value, the SOTM is radical and very countercultural. But as Lapide astutely observes, “the history of the impact of the Sermon on the
Mount can largely be described in terms of an attempt to domesticate everything in it that
is shocking, demanding, and uncompromising, and render it harmless.”32 Our modern
sensibilities coupled with time and distance from Jesus’ original delivery make it harder
for us to perceive the immediacy and relevance of his expectations.

The Problem of Vantage Points
Thus we return to the problem of vantage points. Each commentary and text on
the Sermon on the Mount reflects a specific point of view from a unique vantage point;
each sees some important truths which are important to overall comprehension. In the
movie,33 the various perspectives were not wrong; they simply did not reveal the full
story, which led to significant distortions and misunderstandings of what was really
important. Only when all the vantage points were combined into a cohesive whole did the
full scope and implications of what had transpired take shape.34

31

Daniel Patte, The Challenge of Discipleship: A Critical Study of the Sermon on the Mount as
Scripture (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1999), 17. See also Daniel Patte, Discipleship
According to the Sermon on the Mount: Four Legitimate Readings, Four Plausible Views of Discipleship,
and Their Relative Values (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1996) and David J. Swisher, “The
Challenge of Conflicting Interpretations: Can Divergent Interpretations of the Same Biblical Text be
Equally Legitimate and Plausible?,” (doctoral paper, George Fox Evangelical Seminary, March 14, 2013).
32

Lapide, SOTM, 3.

33

Vantage Point, DVD.

34

“Synopsis for Vantage Point” (2008).
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This dissertation will demonstrate that the problem with the diversity of
interpretations regarding the Sermon on the Mount is that when details are divorced from
cultural and rhetorical context, traditional expository methods miss important contextual
applications, which results in lifestyle contradictions in the lives of adherents. These
lifestyle contradictions form a “discipleship disconnect” where, despite an abundance of
biblical knowledge and training which is available, an increasing number of church
members live in direct contradiction to the lifestyle of discipleship which Jesus
articulated as the norm for His followers.
Thus this issue has dramatic implications regarding not just SOTM scholarship
but what we focus on in our teaching and preaching as well. As Dan Stevers deftly
portrays in the illustrative video vignette “True & Better,”35 there is significant meaning
and context that we miss when we isolate the individual parts of the Bible and divorce
them from their context within the larger narrative.36 Similarly, since the SOTM was
originally delivered as spoken discourse, it needs to be analyzed as discourse (and heard
that way) to appreciate its full significance and so that our congregations can comprehend
how best to apply it.
For example, consider a fictional church scenario: The congregation at Old First
Church love their pastor and pride themselves on their devotion to the Word, studying it
regularly. As Pastor Marcus prepares a series on relationships from the Sermon on the
Mount, he is keenly aware that his congregation isn’t living out Jesus’ pragmatic

35

Dan Stevers, “True & Better” (video), animated by Phil Borst, accessed January 25, 2014,
https://youtu.be/IGFtfqgBQkM.
36

A claim also emphasized by Allison, Davies, and McKnight in particular.

10
teachings regarding anger, adultery, divorce, keeping promises, retaliation, and loving
enemies. Despite having studied the book of Matthew as an adult discipleship topic last
Fall, the Johnstons still aren’t speaking to the Brightwells, the Crossways resent their
daughter’s friendship with a disowned family member, and Edith and John are still
carrying on their supposedly secret affair (while her ex, Max, has publicly vowed
retaliation). Through Pastor Marcus’ skilled pastoral exposition, they are more biblically
informed about the passage, but they do not see the incongruities between their
interpersonal lifestyle and Jesus’ expectations. How can Pastor Marcus move them
beyond mere biblical knowledge toward changing attitudes and lifestyle practices to more
closely align with Jesus’ teachings in the passage?
Although the specific example itself is fictional, scenarios like this play out
regularly in congregations throughout the country on a weekly basis. Pastors trained in
traditional expository methods draw from commentaries which are steeped in historicalcritical methods and so are able to illumine numerous details about the text’s historical,
linguistic, and Scriptural context. And as a result, church attenders become more
knowledgeable about the Bible and its words, but have difficulty embracing its countercultural applications because what often gets omitted is what matters most with the
Sermon on the Mount: Its cultural and rhetorical context. The SOTM was originally
delivered as a live discourse to a real audience of first-century Jews, and the dynamics of
interactive auditory experience are quite different than what we experience with printed

11
text on a page.37 How different would our experience and application of the Sermon on
the Mount be if we heard it as the first century audience did, as a live rhetorical
exchange?
As we move into a discussion of historical-critical methods and their limitations,
we will explore how we can best understand the contextual applications of the Sermon on
the Mount by better understanding its meaning as originally delivered in Jesus’ day. What
this author proposes is not yet another interpretation, but a synthesis of existing
interpretations with appreciation of their limited vantage points, viewed through the lens
of narrative and discourse analysis. If my efforts are successful, this new lens will
demonstrate the value of hearing the SOTM as Jesus’ original audience would have heard
it: Not as a printed text to be analyzed, but as a live discourse from a radical teacher to be
considered and perhaps lived; not as a scholarly exercise of discovery, but as a story to
embrace and a lifestyle to be fully engaged in.
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SECTION I.
LIMITATIONS OF EARLIER METHODS
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Chapter 1
Origins and Function of Historical-Critical Methods

A significant body of biblical commentary reflects the de facto historical-critical
method1 of interpretation, where exegetes examine the specific dates, location, events,
people, customs, sources, and other such features of a text in order to “ascertain the text’s
primitive or original meaning in its original historical context.”2 A product of the
Enlightenment, this method emerged in the 17th century to some extent as a Protestant
reaction to the prevalent Catholic devotional approach.3 In its various iterations, the
historical-critical method has been continually developed and refined throughout the 18th
and 19th centuries and includes a variety of well-known, albeit controversial, approaches:4
1. Source criticism, which seeks to identify original source documents that
contributed to a biblical text, enabling exegetes to identify common passages,
writing styles, and themes (associated with Julius Wellhausen’s documentary
hypothesis–J, E, D, P and “Q”),

1
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2. Form criticism, which “divides the Bible into sections (pericopes, stories) and
analyzes and categorizes these by genres,” then considers the pericope’s Sitz im
Leben (“setting in life”) in which it was used,”5
3. Redaction criticism, which studies the author’s editorial choices–how they
collected, arranged, or edited the material, and
4. Tradition Criticism, which attempts to reconstruct past realities by removing all
traces of dogma and bias, concluding that Jesus as the Gospels describe him never
existed, that the Pauline epistles are not authentic, and that what we know of Jesus
today is largely an invention of the early church.

Each of these methods offers some insights but is at the same time very limited,
because their vantage point is limited to a specific perspective and interpretive
framework. Further, while they often consider linguistic factors, rarely do the historicalcritical analyses consider the narrative and rhetorical context, which matters immensely
in the interpretation and application of the Sermon on the Mount.

Source, Form, Redaction, & Tradition Criticism
Source Criticism
Source criticism emerged near the turn of the century as scholars sought to test the
historical reliability of the gospels.6 It explores what written source materials a biblical

5

Ibid.

15
author may have used, and one of the chief reasons for the emergence of this type of
criticism is skepticism about the narrative sequence: “Most scholars find it hard to
believe that both the precise order of events and in many cases the precise words could
have been orally preserved in the forms in which they are recorded in the canonical
gospels.”7 Perhaps the best known example is Julius Wellhausen’s documentary
hypothesis, which attempts to reconcile perceived inconsistencies in the Old Testament
by claiming that the Pentateuch is derived from four distinct and independent narrative
accounts–the Yahwist (J), Elohist (E), Deuteronomist (D), and Priestly (P) accounts–
which presumeably were later edited into one.8 In the New Testament (and of particular
interest to Matthean studies), specific attention is paid to the amount of material which is
shared by both Matthew and Luke. Scholars generally agree that Matthew and Luke
shared a common source, but diverge as to whether it was another singular (and now
unavailable) source nicknamed “Q” from the German quelle for “source,” a combination
of Q with Mark (the two-source hypothesis), or an alternate scenario such as the
Griesbach hypothesis, which proposes that Mark borrowed from Matthew.9 Such shared
sourcing and redaction of common material was evidently quite common in

6
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Mediterranean narrative accounts, as Homer references unnamed sources,10 and the
gospel writer Luke even self-acknowledges that he did so in his pursuit of historical
accuracy.11

Form Criticism
An inevitable next iteration was form criticism, which “attempts to recover the
underlying oral form of the biblical text as well as its original social setting (where it was
used) and function (why it was used).”12 As Keener observes, the early Christians told
and retold the stories about Jesus orally before they were recorded as written gospel
accounts, and Jesus himself used teaching forms (such as parables and aphorisms) which
were popular among his contemporaries.13 Form criticism began as an exploration of
such aspects, and its best-known proponents are Rudolph Bultmann, with his historical
skepticism that led famously to ‘demythologization,’14 and Martin Dibelius, with a
somewhat more pragmatic and conservative approach.15
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Form criticism recognizes the oral tradition underlying the written gospels and
appreciates their functional role within the community.16 It is particularly interested in the
specific forms of transmission (such as paradigms/pronouncement stories, legends/stories
about Jesus, sayings/exhortations, etc.) and their usage, and it seeks to understand the
specific Sitz im Leben in which a particular form was used within the church.17 By
understanding the Sitz im Leben, scholars are able to theoretically reconstruct the
circumstances surrounding a text we have today to understand how it was used and why
it includes (or omits) the components it does.
Unfortunately, since so much of a biblical text’s history and background is
unavailable to us, much of what form criticism’s approach identifies is conjecture, and
therefore the conclusions reached inevitably rest heavily on the presuppositions of the
researcher who is conducting the form criticism.

Redaction Criticism
Similar in premise, but with a slightly different intent than form criticism,
redaction criticism is interested in the function and rationale for decisions an author made
in the editing process. As Keener astutely observes, source and form criticism were
mainly used to test the reliability of the Gospel stories, not to understand the Gospels’
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message.18 With that alternate purpose in mind, redaction criticism “tries to identify
distinctive patterns, interests, and theological ideas” by comparing accounts.19 In Sermon
on the Mount research, this is of particular interest, because if the two-source hypothesis
(and related assumptions about source Q) are correct, then it helps immensely to
understand why Matthew added a sort of pre-gospel to the beginning of his account and a
wrap-up at the end, as well as why he appears to have organized much of his account
around the major discourses (the Sermon on the Mount being the first and most important
of them). And if Matthew and Luke did indeed share a common source (Q), what was
that document’s purpose and role in the Early Church and what led each author to
develop their own account and use portions of it but not all?20 Likewise, if the Griesbach
hypothesis is correct and Mark instead borrowed from Matthew, the reverse question is
true: Why did Mark choose to omit these in making his account? Further, assuming the
dominant view, it appears that Matthew “has made Mark’s Jesus ‘more Jewish’,” in
essence re-Judaizing Him to follow common rhetorical practices of the day such as
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speech-in-character and historical verisimilitude (in other words, making the various
regionalized accounts fit more accurately what was known about Him).21

Tradition Criticism
Lastly, tradition criticism is “an attempt to trace the evolution of the form and/or
meaning of concepts, words or sayings,” but at its core it is an attempt to determine
which traditions (and thus which texts) were truly historical and which ones were a later
development of the church.22 The three basic axioms it uses for determining whether a
tradition (and thus a text) is authentic rather than one created and modified by the Early
Church, are: (1) dissimilarity–whether it parallels Jewish traditions and is not simply an
example of faith and praxis in the Early Church, (2) multiple attestation–whether or not a
saying occurs in more than one gospel, and (3) coherence–if it matches one previously
shown to be authentic, it may also be regarded as authentic.23 Thus, as Andrew
Kulikovsky notes, “the basic axioms behind tradition criticism force the critic to be
highly sceptical about the authenticity or historicity of the traditions as they are recorded
in the gospels.”24 It is also worth noting that, in many respects, tradition criticism is not a
later development in chronological flow, but an ideological premise which undergirds the
other approaches.
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Collectively, these four approaches (source, form, redaction, and tradition
criticism)–along with a few creative derivations25–are what is referred to as “historicalcritical” methods,26 and for better or for worse, they have dominated biblical scholarship
for a significant part of the last century. Newer methods of biblical criticism–such as
structuralism, narrative criticism, and rhetorical criticism–are less concerned with the
world behind the text and instead focus on the text itself, independent of its historical
origins.27 Others–like postmodern biblical interpretation and reader-response criticism–
take it even further, arguing “that a text is so dependent on its interpreter that its meaning
becomes entirely a function of the interpreter’s own interests and context.”28 Many of
these newer methods’ value and limitations will be explored in upcoming chapters.

Value & Contribution of Historical-Critical Methods
Admirably, each of the various overlapping subdisciplines commonly referred to
as historical-critical methods is an attempt to understand “the world behind the text.”29
They do “help to focus on the author’s style and structure of argument.”30 Each emerged
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to counteract a negative trend which its proponents appropriately sought to caution. For
example, source criticism emerged in the 17th and 18th centuries in an effort to reconcile
the “apparent contradictions, repetitions, doublets, and changes in literary style and
vocabulary”31 and thus it served–at least initially–to bolster confidence in the Bible.
Considering the theological trends of the time period and their interrelationship with
political and scientific discoveries,32 this was probably an important and necessary
objective. Form criticism has its merits as well. Its intent was to go beyond literary
criticism “in order to rediscover the history of their [forms’] development.”33 Further, it
attempted to redress the twenty to thirty-year gap (after Jesus’ life on earth before written
documents appeared) which was left by the source critics as well as to respond to the
challenge to the historicity of the Marcan account of Jesus.34
By “analyzing the editorial (redactional) and compositional techniques and
interpretations employed in shaping and framing,” redaction criticism helps us understand
the editorial choices a biblical author made as they handled the available oral and written
source materials they utilized.35 This in turn gives us helpful insights into the ways in
which the pericope (or its relevant genre/form) was used in its original historical context,
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in its Sitz-im-Laben or “situation in life.”36 To some extent, understanding how Matthew
consistently edits his sources can give helpful checks against imaginative scholarly
creativity by helping to interpret more obscure passages in light of his whole gospel.37
As one example, Rudolph Schnackenburg demonstrates the positive features of
both form and redaction criticism with an introductory synopsis that identifies the
primary sources of Matthew’s gospel, his preference for “systematizing” and drawing out
symbolic meaning, and the Semitic sensitivity of the author’s literary devices.38
Presuming a catechetical purpose as the Sitz-im-Leben, Schnackenburg provides a
generally conservative presentation of Matthew’s SOTM39 which effectively mitigates
the liberal presuppositions of source criticism. So in these ways, historical-critical
methods have “contributed to a vast increase in knowledge of the composite,
multilayered, and heterogeneous character of the biblical writings”40 and helped us
appreciate the distance between our culture and mores and that of the Bible writers.41
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Weaknesses and Limitations of Historical-Critical Methods
Despite their intentions and existence of some positive outcomes, there are a
number of weaknesses inherent in the historical-critical methods which limit their
usefulness. After all, the reality is that “at least some of its tributaries flowed from
English Deism and continental skepticism about the reliability of biblical accounts”42 and
theologically can entail a revisioning of traditional evangelical beliefs.43 As a result, the
role and assumptions of historical-critical methods, as well as the methods themselves,
“have been energetically and constantly debated” throughout the 20th century.44

Reality of Confirmation Bias
Part of this is due to the inherent bias and assumptions a scholar or interpreter
brings to the task. As Keener notes, the form critics which started with skeptical
presuppositions produced studies which predictably held to skeptical conclusions (e.g.
Bultmann, 1968) and those who began with less skeptical premises produced more
favorable conclusions (e.g., Dibelius, 1971; Jeremias, 1971; Taylor, 1935).45 While the
goal may have been to better understand the world behind the text,46 if the scholar
approached the text with skeptical presumptions regarding a text’s authorship, authority,
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or applicability, it became quite natural to find reason to doubt; it should be no surprise
that they found what they wanted to find. So although their intentions may have been
good, Keener notes that “scholars who study Greco-Roman literature have increasingly
recognized the weaknesses of traditional source criticism.”47
In a particularly scathing rebuke of form criticism, Werner Kelber observes:
It was, of course, the assigned business of form criticism to come to terms with
speech and oral tradition. But, as I tried to show, the form critics embarked upon
their project with a pittance of linguistic reflection. … form criticism’s search for
the ‘original’ form arose out of literate presuppositions, as did its preoccupation
with transmissional processes. The resultant paradigm of the tradition reflected
deeply ingrained habits of seeing words develop in a thoroughly sequential
fashion. When Bultmann categorically disavowed a differentiated treatment of
speech versus text (1970: 91 [1963: 87]), form criticism had almost from its
inception aborted its principal objective.48
This development is very closely related to the same criticism which Thomas
Kuhn raised regarding the paradigmatic assumptions of normal scientific inquiry:49 The
very paradigms which facilitate rapid discovery of new insights which conform to the
paradigm assumptions (once accepted by the field) at the same time also inevitably
restrict innovative thinking by forcing new discoveries into the “pre-formed and
relatively inflexible box” that commitment to the paradigm entails.50 Michael Polanyi,
too, echoes these apprehensions about the reliability of paradigm-reinforcing thought as a
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basis for dialogical exchange: “This power of a system of implicit beliefs to defeat valid
objections one by one is due to the circularity of such systems.”51

Tendency Toward Speculative Interpolation
Further, the limited historical data which is available for the first thirty years of
Christian history “means that form critics inevitably had to draw a good deal on
imagination.”52 This combination of presumptions and bias, coupled with the absence of
linguistic reflection, led to a liberalizing of the sacred text, one which questioned its
authority, origins, and relevance and did so on questionable pretexts by inferring
traditions and data which in most cases remain unconfirmed. The implications of the
paradigmatic assumptions of the historical-critical methods for the challenges we face in
the pews today is staggering: As R.T. Kendall observes, “If one is convinced that the
Sermon on the Mount isn’t relevant for us today, you can be sure there will be no desire
or effort to live as Jesus taught.”53 That is precisely the problem we face today!
Although useful in many respects, redaction criticism unfortunately often tended
toward allegory (“where allegory is the staple diet”),54 and the presumption that its proper
application leads to an understanding of an author’s intention in writing a text (which
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might help reveal the text’s real meaning) is categorically rejected by postmodern
criticism.55 Tradition criticism, says Kulikovsky, “has done much to undermine the
integrity of the gospel accounts” and its conclusions are often devoid of supporting
evidence.56 It makes frequent but largely unsubstantiated appeals to a purported
distinction between the “historical Jesus” and the Jesus of tradition.57 Further, the axioms
which tradition criticism uses for determining authenticity “leave much to be desired.”58
For example, the criteria of dissimilarity is so narrow that it puts Jesus at odds with
Jewish tradition in a way that denies even known historical and presumed theological
reality (considering that both Jesus’ teaching and Jewish teaching were rooted in the Old
Testament, they should consistently overlap). Further, the criteria of multiple attestation
“ignores the purpose and inspired overall theological agenda of the gospel author.”59
Even its own proponents make repeated use of terms like “probable,” “can suggest,” and
“could theoretically be,”60 and acknowledge the approach’s limitations: “The attempt to
establish criteria by means of which traditions might be attributed to Jesus…is beset with
formidable difficulties and is probably incapable of producing firm results.”61
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Inability to Appreciate Rhetorical Context & Discourse
These methods contribute valuable historical and cultural background and
context, but do not adequately account for the dialogic nature of narrative text nor the
discursive nature of rhetorical delivery. Much of the Bible is narrative and many of those
texts (including the Sermon on the Mount) contain discourse. Historical-critical methods
can help us understand the sources the authors used, the forms they (or the actants in the
narrative) utilized, and the editorial choices a biblical author may have made in giving us
their account. By themselves, though, they are insufficient to appreciate the dialogic and
discursive nature of narrative text where meaning is ofen not readily apparent in the
words themselves, but only becomes apparent through analysis of the dialogue.
With narrative texts, that is especially important. After all, as N.T. Wright
reminds us, the meaning of authority “varies considerably according to the context within
which the discourse is taking place.”62 In the Sermon on the Mount, for example,
multiple authorities are present: Jesus, whose discursive speech is recorded; Matthew, the
disciple who recounts the event; the Pharisees, whose authority and traditions were
threatened by Jesus’ words; the Romans, whose occupying influence was resented and
whose practices Jesus referred to in his admonitions; etc. Which one of these authorities
emerges as champion and which one(s) are questioned is not immediately apparent but
becomes clearer through analysis of the discourse: Is Jesus rejecting Jewish authority and
inaugurating an entirely new approach? Or is he delivering the SOTM as a Jewish rabbi
would, providing applied commentary built upon a legacy of Torah interpretation? Or is
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He mediating both? The SOTM literature includes all three perspectives, and because we
are limited by what information historical-critical methods can provide, we rely heavily
on later interpreters’ presumptions and thus are presented with no definitive conclusion.

The Vantage Points Concept
In many ways, each of these historical-critical methods is somewhat dependent
upon the others and their perspectives are interrelated. Guthrie, for example,
acknowledges that form criticism is not an alternative for, but a supplement to, source
criticism.63 David Wenham explains:
Source criticism is needed to explain this sort of evidence, and it has not been
displaced either by form criticism, which tries to explain how a story or saying
was used in the oral tradition of the church before being incorporated into a
source, or by redaction criticism, which seeks to analyse the New Testament
writers’ use of their sources. The form critic in fact needs the insights of source
criticism, since he must trace the literary history of the traditions as far back as he
can before speculating about the oral period; and so does the redaction critic,
since he can comment reliably on an author’s editorial tendencies only if he
knows what sources the author was using.64
Thus we return to the concept of vantage points: Despite all the jostling and
jockeying for position and the rabid debates that have occurred throughout the 20th
century, it is possible that none of these perspectives are inherently wrong; they are just
limited in what they are capable of observing and explaining because they have a limited
vantage point. Viewed this way, it is not a debate about whether source criticism, form
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criticism, redaction criticism, or tradition criticism are right or wrong, nor about which
one is better, but the issue is what these historical-critical methods are able to reliably tell
us from their unique vantage point–and what they are unable to tell us–wherein we have
to turn to alternate methods to fill in missing but critical information.

Practical Application
One regretful outcome of this approach is that strictly exegetical and expositional
approaches to teaching and preaching (and especially those which rely primarily on
historical-critical methods of Bible study) yield a distinctly propositional understanding of
faith which was effective in former generations but is becoming increasingly ineffective
in today’s culture.65 Earlier generations of Americans and Europeans steeped in Lockean
modes of rationality and empiricism may have appreciated this paradigmatic approach,66
but our postmodern culture today distrusts all forms of propositional truth, including
discipleship and holiness expectations. Truth itself has not changed, nor have God’s
expectations of Christian living; the problem is in how the relevance and application of
that truth is communicated. For Scripture passages that are laden with such lifestyle
expectations–such as the Sermon on the Mount–this paradox is profoundly relevant.
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In this researcher’s own ministry context as a technology instructor and developer
of online curricula at Tabor College–Wichita & Online, I see firsthand the ramifications
of these shifting hermeneutical perspectives. The democratizing influence of information
technologies and social media along with a steady trend toward distrust of leadership and
authority figures67 have contributed to a learning context today that favors dialogue and
interpretive discussion via relational community.68 Students today strongly resent topdown “sage on the stage” approaches to communication and prefer to be actively
involved in determining relevance and meaning.69
In my previous pastoral ministry contexts, this is a phenomenon that I observed
quite frequently as well. Older generations wanted to be told what the Bible says and be
given clear prescriptions for how one should live and act, and they resented the vagueries
of personal discernment. Younger generations, however, resent such heavy-handed
authoritarian teaching and preaching and want to discover truth for themselves in
relational community. While this can be explained as a shift toward postmodernity with
its underlying “hermeneutics of suspicion,”70 and undoubtedly has some sociological
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basis as well,71 it may also represent a maturation of the field of hermeneutics in favor of
broader depth: “Biblical scholars are now more aware that the Bible can be interpreted
rationally from a variety of perspectives. The goal of applying neutral criteria of
judgement to the Bible has largely given way to the goal of becoming critically aware of
the premises (methodological, philosophical, cultural, and theological) that the interpreter
brings to the study of the text.”72
Therefore, when we employ the default hermeneutic approach using historicalcritical methods to build a case for a singular and authoritative interpretation, we will
inevitably alienate younger listeners who seek to discern meaning and find relevancy in
dialogue. By contrast, semiotic, narrative, rhetorical, and discourse-based approaches
(which we will explore in the next two chapters) validate the role of situational context
and the impact of the reader’s role in interpretation. They are able to observe deeper
structures and sign systems which are inherent in any text but easily bypassed in a purely
exegetical reading, and help us to assess underlying structures and codes to better
understand the communicative piece in situational context as well as its applicability.
In light of the deconstructionist impulse of the postmodern ethos, the inherent risk
is that the reader can impose their presumptions and ethics upon the text in contradiction
to the author’s intent, biasing the interpretation in favor of the reader’s perception.
Ironically, this dynamic would bring the interpretive challenge full circle to the problem
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of eisegesis that the former historical-critical methods sought to redress. But, as long as
these aspects are kept in tension, productive dialogue occurs, and the addition of semiotic
and narrative approaches will lend a refreshing perspective from additional vantage
points that can be not only missional, relational, and incarnational,73 but could potentially
make holiness and discipleship once again relevant to contemporary audiences.
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Chapter 2
Newer Approaches: Insights and Contributions From
Structuralism, Critical Biblical Studies, & Semiotic Methods

Historical-critical methods have rightly championed the importance of studying
the historical, cultural, textual, and grammatical insights of a passage and the relevance of
these insights for the interpretive task. But those methods alone reflect only a limited
vantage point. We also need to consider the semiotic context as well as the linguistic
relationships of codes & signification systems. After all, the original author(s)–and in the
case of the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus himself–conveyed the truths they wanted us to
grasp using the rhetorical devices and encoding practices of their day. To see the deeper
nuances, we need to step back and observe them from a different vantage point.
Further, historical-critical methods are premised on an Enlightenment-era quest
for truth that presumes an objective, dispassionate observer (i.e., that the one doing the
interpretive analysis has no preconceptions, assumptions, or biases that might alter or
impact this observer’s analysis).1 The philosophical shifts which arose from the
mechanistic explanations of men like Descartes and Newton in explaining the universe is
likely why we gravitated so heavily in the last two centuries toward interpretive methods
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which purport to disambiguate texts.2 Not surprisingly, however, recent generations have
rejected the premise of a dispassionate, objective observer as an utter impossibility.3
As we have already seen,4 scholars using historical-critical methods quite
routinely interjected their biases and presumptions of biblical unreliability, and arguably
much of the rise of laxity within the Church and distrust of Bible-believing Christians
within the last century can be attributed at least in large part to this.5 Thus, we need to
consider not just the more obvious historical, cultural, textual, and grammatical insights
of a passage but also the semiotic context, linguistic relationships of codes &
signification systems, and more. But further, it is important to bring that interpretive
dialogue out of the shadows and into the forefront so that our hearers can understand the
processes whereby we reached our interpretive conclusion6 and can evaluate its merit in
light of alternative perspectives.

Semiotic Precursors
Initially, hermeneutics was the domain of theology and ecclesiology alone, but
Martin Heidegger raised it to a philosophical concern with ontological ramifications beyond
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the epistemological.7 Stanley Grenz notes that “Enlightenment philosophy begins with the
assumption that the experience of meaning centers on the object known. Meaning occurs
as the subject encounters an object and comes to know it.”8 This process of knowing–and
the domains and constraints in which it occurs–is the chief emphasis of the philosophers
who pursue hermeneutical inquiry beyond the default presumptions of historical exegesis.
For example, Martin Heidegger identifies a pre-interpretive process stemming
from our comfortable grasp with ourselves and our orientation which functions as a sort of
pre-understanding that he calls “forestructure.” According to Banzelão Julio Teixeira, “the
goal of hermeneutics is to make this forestructure explicit”9 a theme which appears
repeatedly in later semiotic approaches. Hans George Gadamer explores the relationship
between Enlightenment thinking (the premise of objectivity which is foundational to the
sciences and Western rationality) and romanticism (the subjective experience of
belonging). In the hermeneutic tradition, he may be best known for his concept of
wirkungsgeschichte, which refers to the “history of influence,”10 whereby he explains that
all study is influenced by prior understandings and that no later interpreter should
presume to definitively understand a passage apart from understanding how it has
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previously been understood and interpreted.11 Gadamer extends Heidegger’s concept of
forestructure by equating prejudices with fore-understanding. As Teixeira explains,
Gadamer’s elucidation of the principle of “historically effected consciousness”
necessitates that “one’s own situatedness be raised to consciousness in order to monitor
the way it deals with texts and tradition.”12
Polanyi runs with this theme, at first questioning the tacit assumptions of how we
know what we know, then demonstrating convincingly that–in contrast to the claims of
Enlightenment thinking–a scientist’s personal participation in the knowledge he seeks to
understand (in both its discovery and its validation) is an essential aspect of science itself
and the goal of the art of knowing.13 More recently, Esther Lightcap Meek synopsizes
Polanyi’s position well, arguing that the practice of epistemological dualism advocated
by Enlightenment rationality is actually counterproductive to the process of knowledge
discovery: “We believe that we should keep ourselves and our passion out of knowledge
if we are to be objective. So we actually cut off knowledge from ourselves, the knowers.”
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Further, “It [epistemological dualism] depersonalizes us at the moment of one of our
greatest opportunities for personhood–coming to know.”14

The Contribution of Structural Linguistics
Another important aspect of the semiotic approaches comes from the structural
linguists, a field pioneered by Ferdinand de Saussure: “Structuralists search for ‘deep
structures’ underlying the ‘surface features’ of sign-systems: Levi-Strauss in myth,
kinship rules and totemism; Lacan in the unconscious; Barthes and Greimas in the
‘grammar’ of narrative.”15 Although structural linguistics is fundamentally a system of
interpreting language and meaning, the implications for adopting its premises in the
interpretation of texts are heavily influenced by the post-structuralist variety of
postmodern philosophy (such as Derrida and Foucault) and therefore share its
deconstructionist ethos.
Also important to the emergence of semiotic approaches are: (1) Paul Ricoeur,
who is known for his hermeneutic phenomenology and exploration of textual
interpretation in light of mythology, biblical exegesis, psychoanalysis, metaphor, and
narrative; (2) A.J. Greimas, who is best known for his research on semantic structures
and “modalities”: “The semiotic approach of Greimas and his followers stresses the role
of narrative in the deep structure of signification of any form of discourse. The
Greimassian school looks for ‘basic structures of signification’, and finds them in a level
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of sense construction based upon a semiotic notion of ‘narrative’ that stresses the
communicational processes inherent in it;”16 and (3) Umberto Eco, who offers a more
pragmatic approach which explores the production of meaning in communication. Eco
explores ‘signification’ as the semiotic event whereby a sign ‘stands for’ something, and
developed a communication theory which looks at the existence of codes in sub-cultures
(sets of rules that determine how signs are correlated with their content).17
The prominent influence of all 3, along with Danish linguist Louis Hjelmslev, is
very evident through numerous mentions and citations throughout the literature as well as
in the journal Semeia’s special issue which reflected upon thirty years of scholarship
regarding semiotics and biblical studies.18

Critical Biblical Studies (Daniel Patte)
Bible scholar Daniel Patte is a contemporary example of emerging forms of
biblical scholarship which developed from Saussure’s pioneering efforts in semiotics and
is heavily influenced by Heidegger, Ricoeur, & Greimas. Patte is active in the “Semiotics
& Exegesis” section of the Society of Biblical Literature and until recently served as an
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editor for that Society’s journal Semeia.19 Patte’s interests in hermeneutics began with
reading the New Testament in light of French existentialism; evolved into Jewish
hermeneutics through the Midrash, Targum, and Dead Sea Scrolls;20 and eventually
settled into his long-time interest in structuralism and semiotics. Along with Cristina
Grenholm, Patte expanded upon the contributions of A.J. Greimas to develop a practice
known as “scriptural criticism” that accounts for the analytical-exegetical, hermeneuticaltheological, and contextual choices any interpretation of the Bible involves, and his
primary texts for such analyses were Paul’s letters and Matthew.21

Overview
In Discipleship According to the Sermon on the Mount, Patte explicitly sets out to
“underscore, illustrate, and thus seek to demonstrate that a plurality of interpretations
regarding the teaching of a specific text (the Sermon on the Mount) about a specific
theme (discipleship) are equally plausible and legitimate” in what he terms an
androcritical multidimensional study.22 He uses the term “androcritical” to refer to his
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deliberate focus on interpretations proferred by male European-Americans (interpreters
with identical sociocultural contexts as his own). This is in marked contrast to the idea
“that a critical study should aim at elucidating and formulating conclusions regarding a
single true teaching (the single logos) of a text about a given theme,”23 which he refers to
as one-dimensional and likens to the logocentrism that Jacque Derrida spoke against in
Of Grammatology.24
Often overlooked in historical-cultural studies is this perspective: “the role of the
text cannot be separated from the interested role of the reader.”25 Patte notes that we
assume a particular interpretation is legitimate and plausible rather intuitively because we
are personally invested in the text and its significance; if we were not, we would not care
about the conclusion reached. With that in mind, he observes that “it is only as I read
with others that I own up to this role and assume my interpretation as ‘mine’,” which
inevitably involves respecting their interpretations as well.26
Patte takes this concept further in his follow-up text on the Sermon on the Mount
called The Challenge of Discipleship, in which he provides a working example of what
he terms “critical biblical studies,” the interpretive evolution of Greimas’ semantic
structuralism combined with a desire for transparency and less autocracy. He defines
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critical biblical studies as “an interpretation of a biblical text which strives to make
explicit the interpretative processes and the evidence upon which its conclusions are
based.27
To his credit, Patte is conscientiously self-aware of the limitations of his
interpretive ability as a Protestant male European-American,28 freely acknowledging that
he does not have privileged access to the truth and “cannot pretend to resolve conflicts of
interpretation that have divided the church for twenty centuries.”29 Neither does he deny
the plausibility and legitimacy of one-dimensional hermeneutical views, though he
clearly disagrees with them. Further, in self-reflection he concedes his own bias about his
earlier teaching efforts, admitting that “this kind of teaching [where he sought to meet the
knowledge needs he perceived in students] involves a hierarchical pedagogical model, the
procedures of which posit a one-directional relationship between a teacher (as a possessor of
a knowledge content, the what of discipleship) and learners/students (as people who need to
receive this knowledge that they lack, as an empty container needs to be filled up).”30 Thus
he positions himself among the postmodern leaders regarding pedagogical theory, those who
reject the information processing model in favor of constructivist approaches.31
At one important point in The Challenge of Discipleship, Patte tips his hand
regarding his motivations and skepticism: He notes the importance of verifying “whether
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our interpretation presents an actual teaching of the text for believers today or whether it
merely repeats what the text says.”32 The latter, he rebukes, is not teaching at all, because
it does not affect believers.33 Thus professor Patte’s pedagogical bias emerges: The
historical-critical method is largely a didactic approach (repeating what the text says with
some historical and cultural context), not an inductive one. Moreover, he is an advocate
of self-directed learning, what educators call “guided discovery” or constructivist models
of learning. So while the titles of both of his books imply a focus on the ethics of
interpretation, they are really more about hermeneutics and application, and for that his
interest is not one of a pragmatic Christian leader but that of an educator who is used to
having students from diverse backgrounds question and challenge freely and together
arrive at truth through consensus.

Challenges & Concerns
Given the long-standing reign of historical-critical methods of biblical study
which comprise the bulk of the present body of literature on the SOTM in light of the
diversity of interpretations and applications, Patte’s insistence on critical biblical studies
is a sensible and responsible perspective to consider. However, this approach presumes
that everyone studying that text and considering its interpretive possibilities will be
willing to come to the table and reason together. While a noble concept and admirable
goal which he demonstrates well, Patte does not address how this approach should
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function where there is open hostility.34 One can acknowledge the plausibility of multiple
interpretations and in a transparent dialogue evaluate each one’s conclusions and likely
identify some presumptive biases. But human nature has a propensity that leads to selfjustification and seeks vindication. When taught and proclaimed, any effective
communication is going to inevitably favor the communicator’s preferred approach and
question alternative interpretations.
A second concern is that Patte is sympathetic to postmodern viewpoints and
embraces not just the core values of holistic approaches (contrasted with empirical),
communitarian idealism (over individualistic), and local/tribal narratives (over
conformity, particularly in regards to metanarrative).35 He also seems to gravitate toward
the more radical presumptions. This is no surprise, given his earlier associations with
French existentialism and his scholarly development in Europe amidst the radical days of
the postmodern emergence.
While his critical biblical studies approach seems to be a noteworthy contribution
to the practice of biblical hermeutics and a helpful means of ethical inquiry regarding
interpretation, his androcritical multidimensional study using that method takes this
approach a step further. Adopting the presumption that meaning is in the view of the
beholder may indeed be a postmodern principle, but its relevance to biblical studies
should be questioned. For example, the idea that a text does not necessarily mean what its
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author intended (especially when that author is presumed to be God) but is instead,
through the process of deconstruction, subject to the reader’s own biases and
presumptions, quickly leads to errant theological conclusions.
By positing semiotics as structural semantics, Patte opens the possibility of
accounting for the religious dimensions of biblical texts,36 which is especially helpful. He
explains, “A semiotic approach shows different options for reading any given text. We
have a choice as readers, and thus also an ethical responsibility,”37 and this is a dominant
theme in several of his works. However, the risk in embracing this perspective in light of
the extreme poststructuralism of the postmodern ethos is that the reader can presume to
understand the mind of the author – or worse, impose the reader’s presumptions and
ethics upon the text in contradiction to the author’s intent. This potentially biases the
interpretation in favor of the reader’s perception, sometimes even with disdain for the
author’s intended meaning. This dynamic brings the interpretive challenge full circle to
the problem of eisegesis that the former historical-cultural methods sought to redress. It is
a rampant problem of our contemporary culture from literature to ethics to law and it is
especially important in Bible interpretation. As long as these aspects are kept in tension,
productive dialogue occurs, but when either becomes the presumptive winner, an
unhealthy bias can develop.
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Variations On Critical Biblical Studies
Patte asserts that there are two basic and opposite theoretical paradigms involving
semiotic approaches: (1) the pragmatist line of C.S. Pierce, followed by Charles Morris,
Thomas Sebeok, and Umberto Eco, which begins with the question of communication
and explores how signs frame the production of meaning,38 or (2) the linguistic line with
Ferdinand de Saussure, followed by Louis Hjelmslev, Roland Barthes, and A.J. Greimas,
which begins with the question of meaning and explores how the production of meaning
frames the question of communication.39
A slightly more nuanced version of Patte’s androcritical multidimensional inquiry
is that of René Kieffer, whose approach expands upon the work of Danish linguist Louis
Hjelmslev by applying them to literary genres and codes,40 and which seemingly
integrates these two semiotic perspectives. In the first iteration of his approach,41 Kieffer
used the Beatitudes from the SOTM as a concrete example to demonstrate how an exegete
should explore several aspects of the text, including “its delimitation, its text-critical
problems, its historical background; the interaction between the whole and the parts, the
morpho-semantic field of words, their denotation and their connotations, and finally the
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‘sense’ of the text, which ought to be distinguished formally from the many ‘significations’
the text gets in its Wirkungsgeschichte.”42
Describing his journey regarding semiotic inquiry, Kieffer expresses particular
interest in epistemological concerns. He is unsatisfied with theological commentaries
where diachronic and synchronic insights43 are blended, and so proposes the necessity of
presenting the material as a corpus. First, one evaluates the structure and primary
theological concerns of a text sychronically (taking into account the whole ‘corpus’ of the
canonical New Testament); then one studies the text’s diachronic aspects as hypotheses.44
In later reflection upon his former work, Kieffer notes that he would now “develop the
synchronic part with the help of rhetorical and narrative models that have been developed
recently,”45 which is precisely the “vantage point” approach this researcher proposes as
most helpful for SOTM hermeneutical application.
Kieffer’s approach allows the exegete to utilize linguistic methods to analyze such
important aspects as localities, spatial distance, topographic code, participants’ reactions,
and other contextual aspects; integrate important sociological, anthropological, and
psycholinguistic considerations; embrace a postmodern “dialectic process between author
and reader” which is not-only self-aware of the text’s affect and potential for biased
reception; and yet remain true to the original intent and function by firmly anchoring its
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assessment not only within the specific genre but also with an appreciation for its position
and function within the larger corpus46 (which we shall see in the next chapter is closely
aligned with the practice of discourse analysis).
Kieffer’s approach nicely sets the stage for Mieke Bal’s “narratology” approach
to semiology, wherein she elucidates the codes and sub-codes used for interpreting the
relationships between seemingly divergent tellings and interpretations.47 This approach
builds upon the semiotic concept of “codes” developed by Barthes and Eco and enables
exegetes to understand the frames within which particular texts are conveyed, whether
they be historical, theological, anthropological, literary, gender-based, or thematic.48
Although each of the studies of a biblical text “implicitly and often explicitly proposes
itself as the most legitimate and most plausible interpretation by directly or indirectly
rejecting all previous interpretations,” Bal demonstrates that “all these divergent
interpretations are equally legitimate and equally plausible” because they offer
conclusions about the text based upon the way each one’s respective reading is framed.49
Intriguingly–and consistent with the Vantage Point concept–this concept is
explored conceptually in Veronica Roth’s extremely popular Divergent trilogy. In the
second movie, for example, viewers hearing the message from the Founders learn that the
faction system (i.e., choosing one set of traits to embody and live) was actually an
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experiment, and they saw the divergents (those who possessed traits of all five factions
and who had the self-awareness to appreciate the strengths and weaknesses of each) as
the hope for renewal of their dystopian society.50 Thus the ones who were perceived to be
the “problem” were actually its solution, because only in the presence of multiple
divergent perspectives (vantage points) could a workable solution emerge.

Conclusion & Practical Application
With its emphasis on supposedly objective methods of textual criticism, the
Enlightenment era provided an important contribution to the field of biblical hermeneutics
and to overall understanding of the Scriptures in general. Its value is not in question.
However, echoing Derrida’s “hermeneutics of suspicion,” postmodern philosophers have
challenged the possibility of true objectivity in any enterprise, giving rise to alternate
hermeneutical methodologies. To this end, semiotic approaches hold great potential for
challenging the former paradigms and for offering methods which consider or diminish
the power differential which is involved in authoritative declaration of a text’s meaning.51
As this researcher articulated previously,52 we preach a narrative of
transformative change through the life of Jesus (one which is deeply embedded in a larger
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assumed metanarrative from the Bible), but our propositional interpretations of that
narrative lead to vast anomalies where we pick and choose the things we live and those we
prefer to ignore or make irrelevant.53 After all, if Bible knowledge and exegetical analysis
alone were transformative, after several decades of emphasizing it we should be a
transformed people. Instead, numerous studies have shown with embarrassing frequency
that today’s people in the pews live in glaring conflict with Jesus’ own teaching.54 Simply
put, it’s not connecting in a way that encourages lifestyle transformation.
Like the student who can answer all the questions on the quiz but cannot master
the final essay because the answers were all memorized instead of holistically integrated,
we are failing at the essay and have not effectively internalized Jesus’ lifestyle
expectations with the Scriptures we claim to follow. It would be far too convenient to
blame either the people in the pews or churches’ leadership. But it may well be that our
method itself leads us to immunize ourselves from seeing the connections necessary for
transformation to occur. Could it be that our people are not doing what Jesus expects
because we are teaching them Bible knowledge and historical/contextual facts instead of
helping them to see themselves as actants in an ongoing story? Scripture doesn’t become
alive or transformative until it becomes real and personal. For a majority of churchgoers,
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it is merely nostalgic knowledge from a bygone era about how we wish things were, not
how things actually should be.

Chapter 3
Why the Sermon on the Mount Should be Analyzed
As a Discourse Using Narratological Tools

An essential statement which frames the Sermon on the Mount’s context and
declares how the pericope should be interpreted appears right in the opening words of the
narrative account: “When Jesus saw the crowds, He went up on the mountain; and after
He sat down, His disciples came to Him. He opened His mouth and began to teach them,
saying….”1 Although these introductory verses set the stage for the narrative which
follows and frame the perspective accordingly, seldom are they factored into the
interpretation of the remainder of the pericope.2 Despite being “packed with theological
significance”3 which provide “clues to the real significance of the Sermon on the
Mount,”4 all too often these first two sentences are treated as mundane or even
insignificant opening words and most contemporary readers skip right past them.
Why are these verses so often overlooked? Because from the vantage point of
historical-critical presumptions, the expression seems to be a locative reference to

1

Matt. 5:1-42 (NASB), emphasis mine.

2

Having reviewed 24 commentaries on the SOTM thus far, this researcher found only six
(Barclay, Quarles, McKnight, Neusner, Stassen, & Lapide) which provide more than a cursory review of
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Allison, Fox, Kendall, Lloyd-Jones, etc.) merely begin their study at 5:3 with the Beatitudes and skip 5:1-2
altogether. Only Neusner (a rabbi himself) factors the significance of this into his overall assessment of the
SOTM.
3

Quarles, SOTM, 35.

4

William Barclay, The Gospel of Matthew, Vol. 1 (Chapters 1 to 10), rev. ed. (Philadelphia, PA:
The Westminster Press, 1975), 86.
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perfunctory activity which appears to have nominal significance. Indeed, viewed solely
from the vantage point of today’s literate culture, the introductory verses seem
unnecessarily wordy for merely serving to say that Jesus found a good spot on a hillside
to teach. But from the vantage point of narrative and discourse, that verse is critical to
establishing how the ensuing dialogue is meant to be understood. That is precisely why
the insight of multiple vantage points is needed, particularly those from semiotic and
narratological perspectives. Notably, the two commentators who devote considerable
attention to these verses are the two Jewish rabbis who understand full well what
Matthew is trying to communicate here to his Jewish audience.
These first two verses reveal several significant aspects:
1. The setting was chosen in response to the presence of a gathering crowd and
appears to be inherently and intentionally symbolic,5
2. The mode and posture of delivery is deliberate and reflects the traditional aural
teaching style of a Jewish rabbi who is delivering a very important teaching,6
3. The original audience heard this presentation not as printed text or written words
but as live spoken discourse in their native tongue, and

5

Barclay, Quarles, and McKnight all draw numerous parallels to the choice of a mountain and its
parallel to Moses, and Keener (162 & 164) and Hagner (86) both affirm the likeliness of this being an
intentional reference. McKnight (Story of God commentary) elaborates further on the mountain’s
significance in the overall Story of God and points to the OT uses of the verbatim phrase (Exod. 19:3,
24:12-13; 34:1-2 & 4; Deut. 9:9 & 10:3) as a deliberate connection. Davies & Allison see it as more
mythological than geographical: 422-423. Stassen (Living the SOTM) affirms the intentional parallel to
Moses but draws an ethically spiritualized conclusion from it, 1-8, as does Davies (1966), 14-93. Even the
Jewish rabbi Pinchas Lapide acknowledges the intentional parallel (11).
6
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4. Someone else (likely Matthew) is doing the narrating with editorial intentionality,
and his phrasing and entire context establishes Jesus as a prophetic fulfillment.7

It is significant that Jesus is being portrayed as a Messianic fulfillment in direct
correlation with Moses (and with nearly identical descriptors) as he delivers the law of
God to the gathered people of God. It is also significant that the entire discourse is
framed as a rabbinic pronouncement. What follows is not merely a rabbi discussing his
views with colleagues or commenting on current events; instead, Jesus’ words are
presented in the traditional rhetorical mode of a rabbinic pronouncement8 as a significant
and definitive teaching which lays out his school of thought and his expectations for
those who choose to follow him. First century Jews from an oral culture within
Palestinian Judaism would have recognized this instantly and responded accordingly.
Time, distance, and cultural differences make it far harder for us today to grasp the
significance of this.
Further, the opening indicates that we are being introduced to spoken discourse
framed within a narrative, and those facts should dramatically impact the way we hear,
perceive, and interpret the pericope.9 However, as Euro-Americans who are not
accustomed to oral storytelling nor attuned to aural discourse like that which was spoken

7
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in first century Judaism, we tend to focus more on word studies, historical context,
analogies, and other forms of verse-by-verse exposition which is certainly useful but can
overlook the point. Kelber acknowledges, “Although biblical scholarship has for over
two centuries subjected the gospels to exquisite scrutiny, it has failed to grasp what
matters most about them, their narrative nature.”10 Our inability to relate to the culture of
Jesus’ day makes it very difficult for 21st century believers to see the semantic and
contextual ramifications of living out the lifestyle Jesus advocated.11

The Sermon’s Narrative Context
In several works which echo Walter Ong’s pioneering research on orality, Werner
Kelber has sought to “broaden biblical hermeneutics by reconsidering speech and writing
in early Christianity.”12 He identifies several factors which have contributed to our bias
against narrative: (1) Form criticism, though it began as a search for the original form,
clung to the analysis of form and its transmissional processes, resulting in “deeply
ingrained habits of seeing words develop in a thoroughly sequential fashion,”13 (2)
Literacy itself became normative with the canonization of Scripture, and consequently

10
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our culture and training have both become text-bound,14 and (3) Speech has “an
ephemeral quality which is ‘entirely uncontainable and incomprehensible according to
formal, linear, or analytic models’.”15
Bultmann presumed that the gospel’s narration offered “nothing in principle new”
that was not previously said via oral tradition;16 consequently, he categorically rejected a
differentiated treatment of speech over text.17 At first glance it would seem that a faithful
textual recording of a narrative event should reliably capture the essence of what
transpired. Only in recent years have biblical scholars begun to appreciate the value of
narrative texts in their own right and interpret them accordingly. Citing Frei, Kelber
acknowledges “the inability of eighteenth and nineteenth century biblical hermeneutics to
come to terms with the gospels as realistic narratives.”18
Where this matters most is that virtually all narrative accounts involve significant
choices on the part of the author &/or narrator regarding framing, perspective, and
positioning,19 all of which are intended to convey to the reader (or listener) how the
author is intending for the narrative to be understood. Historical-critical methods saw
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these aspects but (as dictated by the assumptions of their vantage point) presumed they
were simply evidences of redactional activity which decreased authenticity. Newer
perspectives see these factors as intentional techniques which were designed to frame
how the narrative account was to be read and understood. Part of this narrative context
can be discerned using contextual clues from the text’s placement and emphasis within
the larger narrative (its functional context); other aspects are discerned through how the
story is told with its inherent framing (its storied context); and certain aspects are only
evident by analyzing its linguistic significance as discourse (aural context).

Functional Context
Wayne Baxter explains the narrative context by relating how the SOTM functions
in chapters 1-10 of Matthew’s narrative: First, given Matthew’s overall purposes and
intent in his gospel, the SOTM is a delineation of the gospel of the kingdom.20 Secondly,
the close parallels in the first four chapters of Matthew to the Exodus narrative from
Israel’s collective history are intended to portray the SOTM as an expected
consummation which identifies Jesus as the true Son of God.21 Contemporary American
Christians may be uncomfortable with the way Matthew plays with history and draws
such parallels, but this practice of linking the exodus with Sinai is fairly common among

20

Wayne S. Baxter, “The Narrative Setting of the Sermon on the Mount,” Trinity Journal 25NS,
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literature of the Second Temple period22 and the identification of Jesus as a typical
fulfillment is an essential literary device used to establish Christology.
Third, as Allison, Carson, Luz, and McKnight have also noted, the Sermon
“reinforces earlier Christology by extending the Mosaic imagery embedded in the first two
chapters where Jesus is depicted as being like Moses in his birth and infancy.”23 Fourth,
Matthew uses the discourse itself as an example of the explicit Christology of the first four
chapters–the way Jesus speaks resonates with who He is.24 Fifth, the Sermon functions
Christologically in its own right, from the parallels drawn in the final beatitude through
the formulation of the antitheses.25 Thus Baxter concludes, “Not only does the Sermon on
the Mount contribute to its surrounding narrative, it is informed by the narrative.”26
This is especially clear when we encounter the antitheses “ you have heard that it
was said, but I say”: The first part of Jesus’ formula is similar to typical rabbinic
expression, though it may also be referring to tradition and reception history, but the
second part of Jesus’ formula is clearly unlike the traditional rabbinic formulation.
“Jesus’ injunction is a first person declaration void of exegetical justification (“But I say

22
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to you”), whereas the rabbis typically used a second person address (“But you must say”)
immediately followed by exegetical warrant.”27 Baxter explains the significance:
This unique formulation would surely make first-century Jews bristle. It is easy to
envisage the skeptics on the mountain, seething with indignation, asking each
other, who does he think he is? But for Matthew’s readers, by the time Jesus
utters his first, “You have heard it was said/But I say to you,” they know exactly
who he is: he is the Son of David and true heir to the Davidic throne; Immanuel;
Israel’s Shepherd; the Son of God.28
Indeed, this is the primary concern that Jacob Neusner (contemporary rabbi &
scholar of Judaism) identifies in his antitheses section. He is generally supportive of
Jesus’ perspectives on Torah and appreciative of both his alignment and expansion of
ethical applicability, but clearly takes issue with the presumptions and implications Jesus
employed in using this formulaic expression: “No wonder the narrator tells us, when
Jesus finished his teachings, the crowds were amazed. But by the criterion of the Torah,
Jesus has asked for what the Torah does not accord to anyone but God.”29

Storied Context
Leonard Sweet declares, “It’s about time we read the Bible in what is actually our
native language: Story.”30 Not only is story the default mode of the cultures of the Bible,
it is also the language of today’s culture, which “does not speak in words, but a story
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wrapped around images, with a soundtrack.”31 Indeed, theological scholar Michael
Lodahl explains the importance of story formation for overall context: “History and story
are tightly related. Any person’s or people’s history involves the selection and
interpretation of actions and events in such a way as to tell a story; history and story are
forms of narrative by which a people’s sense of identity is construed.”32 Aside from the
interpretive ramifications of this insight, it is probable that in the actual event of Jesus’
delivery of the Sermon on the Mount that He was attempting to do just that–forge an
identity by contextualizing a narrative to align His hearers’ experience with the
overarching story of God through the ages.
Moreover, there is an essential narrator in the account of the SOTM: Matthew.33
Not only do we find the original discourse of Jesus, which should be interpreted as
interactive discourse (and which held identity-forming potential), but the story of what
Jesus said is told by Matthew, who functions both as narrator and redactor, framing how
we are supposed to understand the exchange and ordering and illustrating it to provide
contextual emphasis. For both Jesus’ and Matthew’s presentation, Mieke Bal’s
observation is critical: “A fabula that has been ordered into a story is still not a text. A
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narrative text is a story that is ‘told,’ conveyed to recipients, and this telling requires a
medium; that is, it is converted into signs.”34
How this encoding of meaning through signs occurs is the genius of
communication, and translating its relevance for our context is the central task of
interpretation. Ironically, however, historical-critical exegetical research tends to probe
the details of secondary meanings (details) without exploring the primary contextual
meanings; “It is precisely because second (and further) meanings are developed out of
first, previous meanings, that they are neither vague nor arbitrary.”35

Aural Context
As Barclay has noted, the Greeks referred to the isle of Cyprus as hē makaria
(The Happy Isle) “because they believed that Cyprus was so lovely, so rich, and so fertile
an island that a man would never need to go beyond its coastline to find the perfectly
happy life.”36 Its climate, vegetation, and natural resources contained all the materials
necessary for perfect happiness.37 It should be no surprise, then, to read (or rather hear)
Jesus use the term µακάριοι (makarioi) to introduce each of the Beatitudes.38 To the
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listener, the connection would have been obvious and significant: “Makarios then
describes that joy which has its secret within itself, that joy which is serene and
untouchable, and self-contained, that joy which is completely independent of all the
chances and the changes of life.”39 Each translation gets part of the story right, but none
captures its essence fully like hearing it encoded by a native speaker in a semantic
cultural connection as a rhetorical device.
Gee reminds us “In speech, listeners are always reacting and responding (e.g., by
nods, eye gaze, body posture, and vocalizations) while the speaker is speaking and, thus,
both speaking and listening are active design roles.”40 Though most of us know this fact
intuitively, our interpretive models when reading narrative discourse betray our intuitive
sense of the live speaking experience. In her brief essay on the narrative experience, Lucy
Lind Hogan raises some excellent questions about the Sermon’s delivery as a live
discourse, first considering the context of the atmosphere and excitement of the day, then
exploring Jesus’ affirming introduction, and then asking:
When did the nodding stop? Did it stop when he praised those times when they
would be reviled and persecuted? Did their expressions change and did they begin
to exchange disgruntled looks with those nearby when he told them that they
might be thrown out and trampled underfoot if they were like useless salt? What
kind of good news was that?41
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All of these imagined interpersonal dynamics are realities of public speaking
which are seldom considered in exegetical analyses. Likewise, there are subtle insights as
well as significant interpretative aspects which come to light when the silent criticism of
a textual reading is restored as a discursive performance.42 Oral communicators use tone,
pitch, rhythm, patterns, and mnemonics to convey meaning;43 but seldom are these
identified in SOTM commentary.44 Unlike sequencing, word selection, and thought flow,
these aural dynamics can only be discovered by what Margaret Ellen Lee calls
“translation for performance.”
For example, in Jesus’ statement “You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill
cannot be hidden; nor does anyone light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on the
lampstand, and it gives light to all who are in the house,”45 the words basket (bushel) and
lampstand both rhyme in the original spoken language, a rhetorical device which
heightens the contrast between them.46 Like any good public speaker would, Jesus was
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using clever word plays for rhetorical impact and to deliberately drive home a salient and
memorable insight. In similar fashion, when Jesus says, “And whenever you fast, do not
look dismal, like the hypocrites, for they disfigure their faces so as to show others that they
are fasting,”47 the Greek words for “disfigure” and “show” in Matt. 6:16 share a common
lexical stem so intentionally sound similar,48 but this insight is only noticeable in the
newer English translations. Jesus is using rhetorical delivery techniques–playing with
rhymes and similarly-sounding word stems–to drive home His point in a memorable way.
But these aspects are not easily seen when looking only at printed text on a page (after
being translated), nor are they apparent when reviewing the limited vantage point of
exegetical details divorced from their rhetorical context.

Why Discourse is Different Than Text
John R.W. Stott identified the SOTM as “the most complete delineation anywhere in
the New Testament of the Christian counter-culture,”49 but when we focus on exegetical
and historical-critical perspectives alone and do not incorporate relevant insights from
narrativity and discourse, we run the risk of missing the implications of that ethical
hermeneutic. Since discourse is dynamic and interactive, there is much that can be
discovered by studying the interactions of discourse which is not readily apparent in the
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text alone. As Margaret Ellen Lee observed, “Printed translations necessarily serve a
broad audience and need a long enough shelf life to justify the expenses of printing,
publicity, and distribution [and translation]. Translation for performance is dynamic. It can
and must respond to each audience’s particularity.”50 Especially helpful in responding to
these aspects are two methological practices–narratology and discourse analysis.

What Narratology Can Tell Us
Dutch cultural theorist and semiotician Mieke Bal’s emphasis on narratology
provides an optimal framework for the analysis of narrative texts, one which addresses
nuanced and complex aspects of narrative that traditional literary analysis is ill-equipped
to explain (and such issues certainly emerge in the SOTM). Narratology refers to an
“ensemble of theories of narratives, narrative texts, images, spectacles, events; cultural
artifacts that ‘tell a story’.”51 Thus narratology helps us to understand, analyze, and
evaluate narratives.52 The Sermon on the Mount is a narrative text, defined as “a text in
which a narrative agent tells a story.”53
As readers, we experience the SOTM through the lens of Matthew’s retelling of
the story of what transpired when Jesus delivered it.54 While traditional exegetical
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practices acknowledge Matthew’s role as author (and sometimes as redactor), typically
the emphasis extends to the words of Jesus alone, as if Matthew is merely performing a
scribal role in accurately recounting what happened and what was said. In reality,
however, the interplay of narration plays a very significant role in the interpretation.
Accordingly, one of the most helpful interpretive features of narratology is Bal’s
explanation of levels of narration.55
According to Bal’s thorough review of multiple systems of narrative analysis, the
narrator’s identity, the degree in which (s)he is identified, the manner in which that
identification is made, and the choices that are implied by it are significant, because they
provide its focalization: “the represented ‘colouring’ of the fabula by a specific agent of
perception, the holder of the ‘point of view’.” 56 That focalization, or designated “point of
view,” is the vantage point through which the author intends for us to perceive reality and
understand the narrative. Is is comparable to how in a theatrical performance, the way a
stage is set (props, curtain, lighting, acoustics, etc.) all “influence the dynamics between
speakers and hearers/performer(s) and audience.”57 As numerous postmodern advocates
have observed, language shapes worldview, and not the other way around.58
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Thus it matters very much who Matthew is, why he is recounting this experience,
and what aspects of the dialogue and its context he chooses to emphasize. His role as an
external narrator (EN) rather than a character-bound narrator (CN) matters, because the
narrative rhetoric of a CN would portray his work as autobiographical, whereas an EN’s
rhetorical style presents a story about others as true.59

What Discourse Analysis Can Tell Us
Discourse analysis is “the analysis of language in use whether spoken or
written”60–i.e., not the words themselves nor their exegetical meaning, but how they are
actually used in the communication’s context. It is a linguistic procedure where the
semantic flow of a text is carefully analyzed (typically through charting of the syntactic
units and analyzing the relationship of its clusters), and this is done in order to discern the
dialogue’s syntactic and semantic (semiotic) features within a specific setting.61 Its value
lies in “letting the reader see the communication in its full extent–not merely verse by
verse–so that the subsequent detail comments may not violate the overall message.”62
This is where narratological methods provide a better vantage point than that of
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traditional historical-critical methods, which tended to focus on those exegetical details
with only minimal appreciation of the larger narrative context.
Though discourse analysis as a discipline is relatively new (only within the last
few decades has it attained respectability amongst biblical scholars)63, it has grown
sizeably in scope to such an extent that Black calls it “a revolution of sorts” and asserts
that any work on New Testament Greek today that ignores the relevant linguistic findings
of discourse analysis “will not easily escape the charge of obscurantism.”64
One of its leading secular proponents, James Paul Gee, observes that “Speakers
and writers rely on listeners and readers to use the context in which things are said or
written to fill in meanings that are left unsaid, but assumed to be inferable from the
context.” 65 Readers of texts bring with them a set of deeply-rooted presuppositions
which frame their understanding,66 and one of the functions of discourse analysis as a
conscious procedure is to strip out those unconscious biases in order to see the text of the
discourse for what it actually says. But as Richards & O’Brien remind us, “the most
powerful cultural values are those that go without being said,” and we end up misreading
Scripture when we miss what went without being said to the original culture and
instinctively substitute what goes without being said for us in our own culture.67
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This is precisely why the vantage point metaphor is so pertinent, particularly for
the SOTM and its history of interpretation and ethical application, because when we view
a text strictly from our own vantage point (or adopt one from one of the historical-critical
methods), we inevitably and invariably embrace the limitations of the vantage point we
possess or adopt, and then cannot see the text from other vantage points until we step
back and intentionally assess it from a wider perspective.68
It is important to note the significance that the conscious practice of discourse
analysis brings to the table in an effort toward contextual interpretation–and hopefully
more effective ethical application (discipleship). For example, Gee contends that all
narrative text is structured at five hierarchical levels as follows:

Figure 1 - Five Levels of Structure in a Narrative Text (with their contribution to interpretation
69
and how they are formally signalled)

In this model, Gee observes that each level makes its own contribution to
meaning, but does so by amalgamating its own contribution with those of all the levels
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below it. Thus the focalization that Mieke Bal emphasizes as critical for understanding
narrativity forms the baseline70 (5th level) upon which all higher levels derive their
meaning. It is also worth noting that the majority of historical-critical commentary on the
SOTM primarily analyzes Levels 1 and 2 (line and stanza structure; syntax and
cohesion), and even among those with an appreciation of narrative and/or the Jewish
background of the New Testament,71 the analytical emphasis tends to only delve into
Levels 3 and 4 (verbal system and grammatical aspects). Thus the focusing system which
undergirds the entire narrative and plays an important role in interpretation by revealing
the intended image/theme is missing…a very important vantage point indeed!

Conclusion & Practical Application
Whether intentional or not, every narrative text has an ideological or aesthetic
thrust,72 and knowing who is doing the narrating and to whom is significant for assessing
its meaning. The text’s functional context, storied context, and aural context are equally
important. Each contributes valuable insights into the narrator’s cultural perspective and
communicative intentions.
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Exegetical teaching/preaching styles and historical-critical methods of
hermeneutics help us discover historical context and background insights as well as
unpack word meanings, but the vantage point provided through these additional insights
related to story/narrative is vital for full understanding and helps us to see the text’s full
meaning and contextual ramifications. The rational, modern upbringing of Western
Americans may make us uncomfortable with the role of narrative and story in biblical
interpretation since it leaves some aspects open to interpretation (and we can’t always
know what went without being said in the original culture). But we do know that
storytelling was a common method for teaching theology among Jewish rabbis both then
and now,73 and we cannot fully understand the meaning and ethical application of
challenging passages like the Sermon on the Mount without being able to step back and
observe it from those additional vantage points.74
Petrilli & Ponzio note, “Not only does storytelling favour encounter and mutual
understanding among different peoples, but is itself structurally and genetically the
expression of putting differences together as dialogical relationships are established
across languages and discourse genres, based on hospitality and on an interest for the
other.”75 But to fully explore these dynamics, tools for narrative analysis such as
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narratology and discourse analysis are vital. Though distinct approaches, they frequently
inform each other and contribute to each other’s findings. Therefore, a discourse analysis
of the Sermon on the Mount needs to be completed using narratological tools so that we
can better understand its implications and live out its ethical applications.
If Thomas Kuhn was right about the self-reinforcing nature of systemic
assumptions,76 then shifting our analysis of the SOTM from exegetical observations to
narrative ones will help break that cycle. Narratology helps us to see nuanced layers of
narration so that we can better understand the frame within which Jesus’ teachings in the
SOTM are presented. The ascriptural practice of dividing biblical texts into chapters and
verse breaks the cohesion of a text by luring readers into exegeting verses,77 but discourse
analysis helps us avoid the tendency by seeing cohesive units of actual language in use.
Hearing the text as spoken narrative discourse rather than merely reading it as static text
sheds even further light. Coupled with the theoretical perspectives of socio-rhetorical
interpretation and Bakhtinian dialogism, these methodological approaches provide a
healthy vantage point from which to analyze and re-apply the Sermon on the Mount for
today’s world.
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(METHOD)
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Chapter 4
Theoretical Frameworks

With few notable exceptions,1 most commentary and teaching on the SOTM
devotes considerable attention to specific words, phrases, and concepts within specific
sub-sections, but only minimally address the larger narrative as a whole. Dale Allison
laments, “Readers, especially modern readers, have again and again interpreted Matthew
5-7 as though the chapters were complete unto themselves, as though they constituted a
book rather than a portion of a book” and contrasts this approach with the necessity of
factoring in the full context of Jesus’ life and ministry, the rest of Matthew, and the
passage’s context “in the middle of a story.”2
Given that this tendency has not always been the case historically (particularly with
regard to the SOTM),3 this seems to be a reflection of our culture’s current obsession with
modernity, whereby truth propositions are limited to only those which can be empirically
explained, etymologically analyzed, historically observed, or rationally justified. But as
we demonstrated earlier through Dan Stevers’ illustrative video vignette “True &

1
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(Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2007); and McArthur, Understanding the Sermon on the Mount (New
York: NY: Harper, 1960), 122-127.
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Better,”4 there is significant meaning and context that we miss when we isolate the
individual parts of the Bible and divorce them from their context within the larger narrative.
Thus it is important to identify theoretical perspectives which facilitate effective
interpretation of the SOTM in light of its narrative context (i.e., viewed not as a series of
largely unrelated truth propositions distilled from Jesus’ words as if they were a didactic
lecture, but as a story that intentionally reveals and conveys God’s plan for us).5 This
chapter builds on the idea of the SOTM as story/narrative genre and surveys two fields of
literary & cultural theory which provide useful tools for understanding the meaning of the
SOTM in its rhetorical and dialogic context.

Communicating Truth in a Postmodern Era
Our postmodern culture is increasingly distrusting of propositional truth, and
therefore the traditional mode of communicating discipleship and holiness expectations
leads many to reject its demands. The problem is not with Jesus’ expectations, but in how
we convey them, and a subtle transition has been occurring that ideally facilitates such
communication. Many researchers have noted a resurgent interest in story, relationship,
and community context. Chronicling the development of what they call the “narrative
turn,” the Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory identifies “exponential growth of

4
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For an excellent synopsis of this approach, see Scot McKnight, The Blue Parakeet: Rethinking
How You Read the Bible (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2010).
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research and teaching activity centring [sic] around narrative.”6 It should be little surprise
that narrative theory has its origins in linguistic aspects of postmodernism: Herman, et. al.
explains:
The ‘narrative turn’ gained impetus from the development of structuralist theories
of narrative in France in the mid to late 1960s. Tzvetan Todorov coined the term
‘la narratologie’ in 1969 to designate what he and other Francophone
structuralists (e.g., Roland Barthes, Claude Bremond, Gérard Genette, and A.J.
Greimas) conceived of as a science of narrative modelled after the ‘pilot-science’
of Saussure’s structural linguistics.7
Thus the foundations of narrative theory have semiotic and postmodern affinities.
At the same time, it may seem odd to emphasize narrative communication when
postmodernism has been famously defined as “incredulity toward metanarratives,”8 but
therein lies a fundamental misunderstanding of postmodernity’s contentions. D. A.
Carson explains, “Postmodern thinkers like Derrida, Lyotard, and Foucault have rightly
taught us to be deeply suspicious of traditions that anchor truth, claim authority, or
exercise coercive power.”9 While these power aspects underlie its motivation, at issue is
the notion of objectivity: “The assumption of objectivity leads the modernist to claim
access to dispassionate knowledge.”10 And to this, Carson reminds us, “Postmodernism
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wishes to overthrow the universalizing pretensions of modernism.”11 These polarizing
pretensions of fundamentalism, the religiosity of contemporary evangelicalism, and the
“tendency of Western modernity to absolutize itself”12 have led to a cultural climate
where truth claims are questioned but stories are welcomed.
As James K. A. Smith explains, “Lyotard very specifically defines metanarratives
as universal discourses of legitimation that mask their own particularity; that is,
metanarratives deny their narrative ground even as they proceed on it as a basis… [T]he
problem with metanarratives is that they do not own up to their own mythic ground.
Postmodernism is not incredulity toward narrative or myth; on the contrary, it unveils that
all knowledge is grounded in such.”13 Incredulity does not mean that such metanarratives
do not exist; it means we need to own up to them and the role they play in our
understanding of reality and our expectations for others. It is when we fail to recognize
our own embedded metanarrative (and its implications) that our presumptive conclusions
about truth lead us to push an agenda with inherent power dynamics. Ironically (but
justifiably), that is one of the major complaints that educated intellectuals, the
“unchurched,” and the culture at large levy against Christianity’s claims and against
believers who expect everyone to live according to Jesus’ way of life.14
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That is why understanding the SOTM as story, analyzed in its proper genre as
narrative discourse and grounded in its position amidst Matthew’s retelling of the Gospel
account and within the larger story of Scripture, is so critical. Doing so recognizes what
modernity fails to articulate: Though typically communicated as a one-size-fits-all
paradigm, the ethical responsibility for the interpretive choices one makes is all too often
based on individual experiences and cultural upbringings which contribute to one’s
theological and philosophical perspectives.15 Advocating those apart from their
contextual origins yields a propositional faith which is encumbered with rampant
metanarrative, distasteful to those who need it most.
The risk, of course, in any story-based approach (and undoubtedly the fear this
raises), is that this will lead to rampant relativism, with anyone’s interpretation being as
equally viable as another. To counteract this, two fields of literary & cultural theory offer
helpful tools for grounding the analysis of the SOTM in its story/narrative context while
providing essential correctives to guard against the risk of relativistic assumptions: the
socio-rhetorical approach to Scripture interpretation and Bakhtinian dialogism as a
participatory hermeneutic. Before exploring those solutions, let us summarize the storybased approach as an interpretive strategy.
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Toward a Narrative Solution
Unfortunately, to say that the Bible is story inevitably conjurs up images in many
people of make-believe, fables, or myth (i.e., that which is not true), which seems
counterintuitive–if not disingenuous–to how most evangelicals regard the Bible. To this
Scot McKnight has an outstanding response:
We say the Bible is Story because if we read it from beginning to end, we discover it
has three features: it has a plot (creation to consummation), it has characters
(God–Father, Son, and Spirit–and God’s people and the world and creation
around them), and it also has many authors who together tell the story.16
Then he posits a scenario where each author is given the task of writing their story
within the overall plot, each telling their encounter with the Story in their own way for their
time. Thus each book is a variation and personalization of that overall Story.17 Kövecses
echoes this theme: “The Bible consists of a narrative, a storyline that points way beyond
itself and has symbolic significance.”18 In light of this example, the SOTM would be an
important scene within Matthew’s telling of his part of the overall Story. When we separate
it from that overall context, however, we force a didactic exchange that alters the original
intent and runs the risk of imposing meanings on the text that likely were not originally there.
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This story approach also synergizes the task of discipleship with that of
evangelism.19 For many decades, evangelicals’ approach to evangelism has centered
around memorizing truth propositions regarding how man has sinned, fallen short of
God’s plan, how sin entered, and what that individual must do to restore right
relationship.20 While this approach was never wrong per se, it puts the focus on the
individual and relies on the recipient’s acceptance of the propositional truths being
communicated.21 These processes are products of the modern era and reflect a uniquely
Western approach, one to which postmodern individuals have grown increasingly
resistent. The false dichotomy between evangelism and discipleship which continues to
impede Christian witness today is a byproduct of this misdirected emphasis.
Unfortunately, our all-too-common approach to Scriptural exegesis reflects this
tendency as well. The majority of literature on the SOTM explores its meaning by using
classic historical-critical methods of textual analysis which ignore the cultural
implications of its genre as narrative discourse and avoid the semiotic aspects of
participatory dialogism altogether. Seldom does a commentating author assume ethical
responsibility for the interpretive assumptions they make nor acknowledge them,22 and
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this regrettably leaves readers with a propositional faith divorced from its cultural
context–which makes it difficult to apply in our context.
A few more recent works on the SOTM have embraced the concept of its
narrative genre and position within the larger Story,23 but the aspects of a participatory
hermeneutic in dialogic relationship24 and its communicative aspects have yet to be fully
explored. The classic exegetical approaches are not wrong (on the contrary, they provide
valuable insights); but they only contribute part of the essential context needed to fully
understand the passage. Regrettably, communicating the meaning without considering the
whole of the narrative creates the appearance of metanarrative which hinders our
disciplemaking witness.25

Socio-Rhetorical Approaches
Vernon K. Robbins developed socio-rhetorical criticism out of “a concern for the
social nature of reality, the interrelationship between language and human actions, and
how language attempts to create effects on an audience,”26 and it provides a useful and
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necessary complement to historical-critical methods. A correlary development has been
Ben Witherington III’s production of commentaries which “use social and rhetorical
strategies of interpretation within a historical-theological hermeneutic,”27 making the core
approach more accessible to the average pastor-teacher. Socio-rhetorical criticism
features “an interest in how to explain and evaluate speakers’ motivations, audiences’
responses, structures of discourse, and the developments within an environment of
communication”28 and “provides a powerful interpretive analytic to explore [the] dialogic
interrelations among authors, texts, and readers/interpreters.”29
Through these concerns, socio-rhetorical approaches to interpretation help us
ground the SOTM within its genre as narrative discourse and facilitate study of the act of
speech in context along with any rhetorical devices used. For example, Keener’s analysis
of the SOTM seeks to understand what kinds of questions ancient readers would have
expected a work like Matthew to answer30 and draws conclusions about the reliability and
focus of Matthew’s accounts by noting the difference between how first-generation
biographers approached their task compared with historians of the same time period.31
Likewise, where Matthew narrates the actual discourse of Jesus, socio-rhetorical criticism
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seeks to understand the dialogic relationships between presenter and audience, between
actants and observers, and between those to whom Matthew orally narrated his gospel.
Allison and McKnight both insist that the SOTM can only be properly understood
and interpreted in light of the rest of Matthew and its position within the larger Story of
God.32 Allison points to numerous statements within the SOTM that only make sense in
light of later narrative: The reason for Jesus’ prohibition of divorce in 5:32 is given as a
narrative rationale in 19:3-9, the cautions regarding swearing in 5:33-47 are fleshed out
later in 23:16-22, and the intent of “perfect” in 5:48 as completion rather than sinlessness
is made clearer in 19:21, to name a few.33 McKnight, who readily acknowledges and
references the influence of Allison and clearly finds common ground with sociorhetorical approaches,34 takes this concept a step further:
Matthew 4:23 - 9:35 is a sketch of the mission and ministry of Jesus; he teaches and
preaches in Matthew 5-7 and he heals in Matthew 8-9. The Sermon on the Mount,
then, is a comprehensive sketch of the teaching and preaching message of Jesus.
In the context of Matthew’s narrative, the Sermon is a presentation of Jesus’
moral vision, his ethic. You could say Matthew is saying to his audience who
listens to Matthew 4:23–9:35: ‘Here’s Jesus, here’s his message [5-7], here are his
actions [8-9]. You can now decide.’35
Similarly, the socio-rhetorical approaches offer helpful narrative insights that are
missing from traditional historical-critical approaches. For example, Keener draws from
Aristotle’s Poetics to observe that character, plot, and perspective (hallmarks of narrative
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criticism) were also matters of concern to ancient readers.36 Equally as essential is the
reaction of the audience to Jesus’ message, captured in 7:28-29, which McKnight
highlights, for it provides the context for numerous nearly verbatim summary statements
which Matthew employs (4:23-25, 9:35, and 10:1)37 and through which the audience
should recognize Jesus’ Messianic fulfillment of Isaiah 61. By focusing on the rhetorical
aspects of a text, this approach is able to explore the outcomes of a dialogic encounter in
a way that improves upon the wirkungsgeschichte (reception history) of the recorded text,
providing “an interpretive analytic through which we can think creatively and
constructively about current approaches to reception history.”38 Historical-critical
methods are only nominally able to explore those aspects.

Bakhtinian Dialogism
Moving toward cultural and dialogic aspects, then, brings us to Russian
semiotician Mikhail Bakhtin, whose emphasis on “dialogism” offers an ideal
participatory hermeneutic for the study of the rhetorical and narrative aspects of the
Sermon on the Mount.39 It should be no surprise that Gowler, a colleague of Robbins who
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has extensively chronicled the development of socio-rhetorical interpretation,40 is an
ardent advocate of the Bakhtinian perspective,41 as one view seems to encourage the
other (socio-rhetorical as a method of interpretive analysis, dialogism as a literary tool
through the lens of cultural theory).
For Bakhtin, all language is inherently dialogic. While this may seem logical and
intuitive when talking about communication itself, the distinction is especially important
in the interpretation of speech and narrative. Acknowledging the dialogic nature of
communication is also relevant in how it contrasts with the predominantly Western
approach of dialectic processes, first introduced by Aristotle42 and further refined in its
best-known form by Hegel as a process for explaining the progression of ideas.43 In
dialectic processes where interactions between multiple paradigms or ideologies have to
be resolved, “one putative solution establishes primacy over the others,” says Christer,
and its goal is to merge point and counterpoint (thesis and antithesis) into a compromise
or other state of agreement via conflict and tension (synthesis);44 however, in a dialogic
process, “various approaches coexist and are comparatively existential and relativistic in
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their interaction.”45 The interpretive difficulties of monologic written communication
such as email, text, and unilaterial announcements are often cited as sources of
communication breakdowns and interpersonal and cultural misunderstandings, yet when
we see dialogic communication in Scripture, we still tend to interpret as if it were
monologic.
With Bakhtin, meaning is derived relationally through dialogue.46 In contrast with
Hegel’s triadic logic of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, Bakhtin offers what Downing
calls a “triadic communion of communication” where we respond to the embodied other
in a participatory dialogue.47 According to Wegerif, dialectical processes presuppose that
differences are contradictions, “leading to a movement of overcoming” (power struggles),
while dialogic processes presuppose “that meaning arises only in the context of
difference.” 48 Petrilli expands, “Meaning emerges as a signifying itinerary in a sign
network, as an interpretive route at once well delineated and yet subject to continuous
amplification and variation by virtue of continual dialogic contacts with alternate
interpretive routes. This explains the indeterminacy, openness, and semantic pliability of
signs which flourish in the context of dialogic relationships.”49 In other words, dialogism
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helps identify meaning within relational context while simultaneously expanding our
understanding and appreciation of others’ perspectives.
Thus when Bakhtin describes his concept of the “material embodiment of signs,”
he goes to great lengths to explain how “utterances” (or “words”) are the primary unit of
meaning in discourse because an expression is a “living context of exchange” which is
“formed through a speaker’s relation to Otherness (other people, others’ words, and the
lived cultural world in time and place).”50 As Wegerif explains, “Bakhtin uses the term
‘interanimation’ or ‘inter-illumination’ to indicate that the meaning of an utterance is not
reducible to the intentions of the speaker or to the response of the addressee but emerges
between these two.”51 It is about finding significance in the dialogic interactions of the
text’s participants and the signs they use to encode its meaning, not merely in the
recorded words.
The significance of this perspective for understanding the meaning of the SOTM
cannot be underestimated: Jesus was not speaking in a vacuum, nor did His words
transcend time and space and convey a singular meaning that all believers past, present,
and future would universally understand (if He were, we would not have the proliferation
of diverse SOTM interpretations which McArthur has identified).52 Rather, Jesus spoke
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in a particular language to a particular group of people using signs, symbols, metaphors,
and rhetoric that His audience would have been completely familiar with–encoding His
message in their day, their way.53 For us to understand how it applies to our context,
rather than simply impose a contemporary meaning on His words that echoes and
justifies our understanding of Jesus’ message (as is all too often done), the participatory
hermeneutic of dialogism encourages us to evaluate the history and assumptions of the
rhetorical exchange we observe.

Optimal Heuristics
In past decades, our interpretive approaches to Scripture have centered around
empirical and purportedly objective modes of study that emphasize exegetical analysis
and historical-critical approaches. While there is nothing inherently wrong with this
approach and it has served us well toward historical and contextual understandings, it
does not account for the dialogic nature of narrative text. There are significant meanings
which arise from the socio-rhetorical context and the intertextuality employed in the
spoken word that are not readily apparent in the words themselves; they only become
apparent through analysis of the dialogue. Toward that end, Bakhtin’s dialogism provides
an optimal heuristic model for a participatory hermeneutic, and socio-rhetorical
approaches to interpretation help us ground the SOTM within its genre as narrative
discourse, paving the way for understanding the rhetorical devices Jesus employed and
ultimately grasping their contextual implications.
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This does not mean that Jesus did not mean what He said, nor that we are free to
read His words and arbitrarily assert meaning or relevance however we see fit. It means
that we cannot fully discern what He meant (e.g., we cannot reduce the intentions of His
speech) solely to the recorded text we have available to us apart from its dialogic context.
The text’s meaning becomes clearer in light of what Jesus was responding to and reacting
against, why He chose the particular expressions and distinctions He did, and how His
audience would have perceived those words in their day. As a necessary corrective to
relativistic postmodern approaches, this relational approach “turns the Bible from factsonly to facts-that-lead-to-engagement with the God of the Bible.”54 How we live that out
in a technological context is what Phil Meadows calls “reality done differently” – “the
reality of God made visible, credible and compelling in the form and power of our life
together.”55 Such a visible counter-cultural witness could (and indeed should) transform
our world.

Conclusion
Historical-critical methods have provided important exegetical insights of the text
itself, but do not adequately account for the dialogic nature of narrative text. Significant
meanings arise from the socio-rhetorical context and the intertextuality employed in the
spoken word that are not readily apparent in the words themselves; these only become
apparent through analysis of the dialogue in its situational context. Since the traditional
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mode of communicating discipleship and holiness expectations is based on this dominant
paradigm (maxims for living rather than dialogical and relational experience), the
approach often offends postmodern sensibilities, leading many to reject its demands.
Assuming an evangelical Christology, the problem is not with Jesus’ expectations,
but in how we convey those expectations. Since they arose from the modern era’s value
systems–its dominant metanarrative and inherent historical-critical methods, we are left
with a propositional understanding of Christian truth: We know empirically by what we
can see, hear, smell, taste, touch…and test (and we avoid that which is difficult to
classify because it is dialogic and interpersonal and potentially relative). Truth itself is
not relative, but the way we communicate it can often be.
Therein lies the problem. There is a noticeable disconnect between Jesus’
expectations (especially as articulated in the Sermon on the Mount) and believers’
lifestyles today, and a watching world is well aware of that disparity, which we shall call
the “discipleship disconnect.” As C. Norman Kraus deftly articulates it, “postmodern
presuppositions challenge traditional evangelism as cultural arrogance” and “throw
suspicion on a service motivation as disguised self-serving.”56 We claim a narrative in the
Bible of transformative change through the life of Jesus (one which is deeply embedded
in a larger assumed metanarrative), but our propositional interpretations of that lead to
vast anomalies where we pick and choose the things we live and those we prefer to ignore
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or make irrelevant.57 Our culture sees through that dichotomy and understandably
questions whether they want what we offer.
Considering the earlier example of a student who can answer all the questions on
the quiz but can’t master the final essay because the answers were all memorized instead
of holistically integrated, there is a correlation in education and learning contexts. In the
terminology and assessment standards of educational multimedia research, learners do
fine when retention is assessed (quick recall of facts and information), but fail at
exercises which assess knowledge transfer (when students are ask to solve problems
using the information which was presented) unless special attention is paid to the way in
which that learning content is communicated.58 When such a disconnect emerges, seldom
is the learner or their cultural context to blame; responsible educators understand that
either the teaching itself–its methods, modalities, or assumptions (or sometimes the
system itself, as Freire observed59)–is what stymied the learners’ ability to transferably
apply the concepts which were taught. Yet in the Church, we tend to give ourselves a
pass, presuming that the challenges of today’s culture or the parishioners’ (hearers’)
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nominal commitment to spiritual formation is at issue. This evasive dishonesty should not
be tolerated in light of the stakes it entails.
Metaphorically speaking, the discipleship disconnect is in many ways like Plato’s
allegory of the cave, where prisoners with limited awareness of forms and no prior
knowledge of the reality of the outside world see moving shadows on the wall in front of
them and mistake the shadows themselves for the reality which generates the moving
images.60 Neither the communicative dishonesty nor the paradigmatic shadow
perceptions are transformative, since both give a false perception of reality.61 That is why
understanding the SOTM as story, analyzed in its proper genre as narrative with
embedded discourse, and grounded in its position amidst Matthew’s retelling of the
Gospel account and within the larger story of Scripture, is so critical. It is the key to
seeing the whole picture, grasping the entire context, and seeing the vital dialogic
relations that propositionalism alone cannot embrace.
It could well be that we have insisted on intellectual assent to propositions but
failed to connect the holiness of the heart. Perhaps we are raising a generation of
churches full of people who can explain what Christians believe and tell what Jesus did,
but whose hearts haven’t necessarily embraced the relational implications of living out
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those same truths. If so, this author seeks to reduce that disparity by emphasizing
narratological and semiotic analyses that help readers contextualize the passage and
identify what it meant and how it would have been understood by the original audience
so that we see beyond the propositions to the meaning itself (i.e., its implications).

Chapter 5
Useful Tools #1: Narratology

Inculturated in a print-based world, our modern minds gravitate like academic
truth-hunters to the words Jesus spoke which are preserved for us today in the format of a
printed book; after all, modernity thrived on intellectual propositions,1 and those are most
frequently articulated via text on a page. But we easily forget that these words of Jesus’
SOTM were first communicated rhetorically as spoken discourse before a live audience,
and they were viscerally evocative and provocative; they were intentionally countercultural and steeped with metaphorical significance. Then, before they ever became
words on a page, they were re-told as narrative (Matthew’s story) which was shared over
and over whenever and wherever the young Church met. Jesus is, after all, the living Word
of God.2 Thus what is most important about the Sermon on the Mount is not so much the
words Jesus used (as in the text on the page), but what He said (through what He said), as
well as how and why Jesus said what He said.
Followers of Jesus in the first century came to know Him and gave their lives to
Him through personal interaction with Him and through the telling of that narrative. None
of them had a “Bible” as we know it today.3 That distinction is critically important. And
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even as Matthew’s story was told, it wasn’t read in the form of a printed book as we do
today; it was recounted as a story by early followers of Jesus reading from a scroll on
which Matthew’s account was recorded. Consistent with Western Christendom’s
obsession with modernity’s forms, the discipleship norms which have dominated the
Church in the last century found their basis in mass production paradigms which were
structured around outdated information processing models4 (intellectual assent to truth
propositions and formulaic transference, rather than individualized relational mentoring).
However, in Jesus’ day, discipleship was a lifestyle where one followed a person and
knew their story intimately:5
The mission of a rabbi was to become a living example of what it means to apply
God’s word to one’s life. A disciple apprenticed himself to a rabbi because the
rabbi had saturated his life with Scripture and had become a true follower of God.
The disciple sought to study the text, not only of Scripture but of the rabbi’s life,
for it was there that he would learn how to live out the Torah. Even more than
acquiring his master’s knowledge, he wanted to acquire his master’s character, his
internal grasp of God’s love.6
If we expect to experience the outcomes we saw in Jesus’ day, we need to recover
the narrative aspect of the story which early followers embraced. As Walter Wangerin so
eloquently describes regarding confirmation classes, teaching theological truths through
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proposition leads merely to passive acceptance and intellectual assent, but it takes story to
transform lives because that is where the personal embrace and engagement occur.7
What Jesus said that day shook the world and created a 2,000-year legacy which
remains counter-cultural to this day, despite religious attempts to domesticate and tame
the message over the centuries. Today we see lifestyles of professing followers of Jesus
which do not align with “his own description of what he wanted his followers to be and
to do,”8 but in Jesus’ own day his followers went to incredible lengths (losing jobs,
families, and even their own lives) to follow His teaching wholeheartedly and without
reservation. Apparently they “got” something which appears to have been lost in
translation to us. Where we tend to see noble aspirations and polite reminders of how we
“ought” to live, Jesus’ earliest followers saw the counter-cultural ramifications and
implications of what He was saying through what He said. The words He spoke (which
we have recorded in our Bibles today) were extremely important, and this is not meant in
any way to discount their relevance or authority. But what is far more important for
cultural analysis, and particularly for resolving the discipleship disconnect, is an
understanding of what Jesus said that transcended mere words on a page9 (their rhetorical
significance) – in other words, how He connected with his audience and how they
understood what He was saying.
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This is what Jack Taylor spoke of years ago when he confronted the
fundamentalist tendency which had arisen amongst a denomination that was previously
highly-regarded for its respect for the Bible: “Though written in a book, God’s Word in
its fullest definition cannot be confined to a document,” and he noted that this fact
increased the value of that document rather than decreasing it.10 Elsewhere he observes
that the mistake the Pharisees made was “choosing the Scriptures over Jesus himself.”11
Fundamentally, the Word of God is a person,12 not a book–a case which Taylor makes
convincingly by demonstrating how wrongly numerous verses read when we substitute
the words “written document” for where Scripture uses the term “Word.”13
If the truths and teachings of the SOTM are indeed the Word of God, then they
should transcend format and modality–they should remain true and applicable regardless
of whether we hear the words read from a scroll in the first century, read them on vellum
parchment in the Middle Ages, hear them spoken via multimedia, or see them
hyperlinked online in today’s age. Yet our hermeneutical methods tend to privilege printbased communication and presume the contexts and insights that only print media can
convey.14 Points and propositions are paradigmatic methods of print-based culture, which
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emphasizes the individual, projects a presumption of objectivity, enables us to think more
abstractly, and prioritizes linear, rational thinking.15 Such notions are otherworldly and
unnatural to the storied and dialogic context of oral cultures (which is the context of the
biblical text). By contrast, our contemporary digital culture is inherently dialogic if not
oral, and education researchers are continually discovering that the passive pedagogical
and communication methods of print-based information processing models are
ineffectual while dialogic and collaborative forms of teaching and communication are
surprisingly effective.16
This is why narratology is such a valuable tool for fully appreciating the cultural
dynamics and rhetorical implications of what Jesus said, a perspective which speaks to
today’s culture as well as being accurate to the SOTM’s original context. Mieke Bal
advocates a theory which “enables the differentiation of of the place of narrative in any
cultural expression without privileging any medium, mode, or use; that differentiates its
relative importance and the effect of the narrative (segments) on the remainder of the
object as well as on the reader, listener, viewer.”17
We need to see Jesus’ words in the SOTM in the light of the cultural expression
which they actually were, separating ourselves from the constraints which our print-based
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heritage artificially imposes upon them.18 That is, after all, the function of rhetorical
discourse, 19 and the SOTM was rhetorically situated, not print-based. Applying Bitzer’s
definition, we have an exigence (a call for genuine disciples to resist the status quo of
religiosity and legalistic obeisance), a rhetorical audience (the gathered crowd and
religiously-motivated onlookers), and constraints (people, events, objects, and relations
with “the power to constrain decision and action needed to modify the exigence”).20 With
all three essential components in play, there can be little question that Jesus’ words were
rhetorically situated and thus the implications of rhetorical narrative apply.
However, our reliance on print-based media (along with traditional historicalcritical perspectives which are so often used to evaluate it) limits our vantage point to
only those themes which the actual words on the page convey. In other words, we can
describe the trees in intricate detail, but we miss the beauty of the forest and fail to see the
lush intertextuality and rich tapestry of interconnectedness which is only revealed when
we see the signs and symbols Jesus utilized as culturally-encoded artifacts which were
intended to transform lives.
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Signs & Symbols as Text
For those raised in evangelical contexts and schooled in academic rigor, it may be
uncomfortable to recognize that signs and symbols (metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, &
more) can function as a text.21 However, this reality is of great significance in
appreciating the meaning and implications of Jesus’ SOTM, because it is laden with it.
Saussure, Pierce, and Baudrillard all pointed us in this direction, helping us understand
that signs (whether they be linguistic signs such as words or other representations,
symbolic and metaphorical) are comprised of both the signifier and that which is signified 22–
representing not only what’s actually there (the words/signs themselves), but also what is
meant or implied (the encoded meaning in its cultural & rhetorical context).
For interpretation and application purposes, what is meant or implied is far more
significant than the words themselves. For example, consider the “I am” statements of
Jesus, where the words themselves appear innocuous to us today (nothing more than a
basic verb of being), but which in their rhetorically-situated context evoked powerful
declarations of divinity to first century Jewish hearers.23 Those seemingly innocuous
words nearly got Jesus killed multiple times, and eventually it was the charge the
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religious authorities of His day successfully brought against Him.24 The popular (but
highly mistaken) liberal myth which is commonly spread today that Jesus never claimed
to be God and was declared God by a small group of followers centuries later is premised
entirely on a misunderstanding of the significance of this essential sign-function.25
Umberto Eco explains this well, arguing that a sign is neither a physical entity nor a
fixed semiotic entity, but rather it is “the meeting ground for independent elements (coming
from two different systems of two different planes and meeting on the basis of a coding
correlation).”26 Words have meaning and connotations and expressive energy beyond
what the actual words themselves convey. This is undoubtedly why Hjelmslev insisted on
calling this the sign-function and limiting the word “sign” to the words themselves.27
We do this all the time in everyday communication, and nearly all spoken
communication employs words which hold metaphoric significance in the sign-function
sense. For example, mention the word “Vietnam” in America (especially to anyone who
lived in the 60s and 70s) and nobody will be thinking linguistically of a specific country
in Asia; instead, the word conjures up all sorts of associations–unwinnable wars,
involvement in other countries’ affairs, protest rallies and sit-ins, activism, etc.–all of
which revolve around our collective cultural experience of what happened there. The same
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is true of 9/11, or any major high-profile event, particularly one with political
ramifications: Consider the words “hanging chads,” “bloody glove,” “Columbine,”
“Benghazi,” “email server,” and more. In our American context, every one of these
words evoke far more than the words themselves actually say; they have meaning and
implications far beyond the textbook definition of the word, and they are powerfully
effective in rhetoric because signs and symbols can (and often do) function primarily as
text. As communication consultant Frank Luntz puts it, “It’s not what you say; it’s what
people hear.”28
But someone from another cultural context and time period may be completely
unaware of the rhetorical significance of these devices, and without knowing that, it can
dramatically alter their perception of the speaker’s meaning (even more so if we only
have written text from which to observe the interactions). Imagine a reader from another
culture several hundred years from now reviewing an isolated transcript of a speech from
the archival records of the news media of our day. If they were to do their analysis with
word studies and sentence-level hermeneutics, they would come away with conclusions
about the meanings of those words which would be vastly different than how we
understand them rhetorically today. More importantly, they would fail to grasp the
rhetorical significance of the words themselves–what the words signify to us–and miss
their implications. Yet we do this all the time in Biblical hermeneutics.
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Great communication is filled with metaphor. For example, Martin Luther King, Jr’s
famous “I Have a Dream” speech is filled with use of “metaphoric language of
promissory notes America had defaulted on, blank checks marked NSF, whirlwinds of
revolt, the ‘summer of [the Negro’s legitimate] discontent,’ etc.” 29 King is employing a
masterful rhetorical strategy, “connecting the biblical imagery and metaphors our culture
knew well then with the ‘signs of the times’ they were seeing in the early 60s,” much like
Peter did at Pentecost and Paul did at Mars Hill.30 Abraham Lincoln’s opening line of his
Gettysburg Address contained two main metaphors in only thirty words, and his entire
speech of only 243 words functions as a single extended metaphor about “how
individuals and nations are conceived, born, fight, and die.”31
So why is it that when we read the Bible, we presume that these allusions and
meaning-laden references are non-existent (or at least few and far between), and instead
treat the printed words on the page as if they were a lab specimen to be dissected rather
than a communication which was embodied through dialogic significance?32 As Roland
Barthes articulated it, linguists stop at the sentence itself as if it were the smallest
measurable unit of discourse, but what we know as “rhetoric” implies a deeper
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communicative affect than sentences alone can reveal.33 If Jesus was at all a decent
communicator (which of course we know He was), He would have employed every
rhetorical strategy and effective communication device available to Him. In fact, we
know that Jesus used them. For example, when he began his public ministry, the crowd
was so incensed at the implications of His words that they were ready to throw him off a
cliff.34 In only 130 words, He went from the crowd “speaking well of him” and
“wondering at his gracious words”35 to being “filled with rage as they heard these
things.”36 It wasn’t the words themselves which did that; it was what they signified.37
So, to fully appreciate the rhetorical significance of Jesus’ SOTM, we shall first
explore the pericope using a narratological analysis. In the upcoming analysis, we will
follow the same basic organizational schema in which Mieke Bal arranged her helpful
compendium Narratology (2009) and will co-opt her terms, while considering others.38
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The SOTM as a Narrative Text
Before we delve into the analysis itself, it is important that we establish a relevant
basis on which to explore narrativity. After all, narrative texts appear in every culture,
society, and country, as well as in every period of history.39 Narratology is relevant
because, as Mieke Bal observed, “Like semiotics, narratology applies to virtually every
cultural object. Not that everything ‘is’ narrative; but practically everything in culture has
a narrative aspect to it, or at the very least, can be perceived, interpreted as narrative.”40
The distinguishing factors which merit our attention seems to be wrapped up in the
homology of the fabula, as first articulated by Barthes41 and later developed by Bal.42 In
terms of a definition, “A fabula is a series of logically and chronologically connected
events that are caused or experienced by actors.”43 Bal’s organizational schema includes
events, actors, time, and location as essential elements of that fabula.

Elements of the Fabula
In analyzing the SOTM as narrative, we could focus only on the primary pericope
(Matt. 5-7), which essentially contains Jesus’ discourse and Matthew’s framing of it.
Given Bal’s broader emphases, though, it appears that we need to step back a bit further
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to see the larger fabula, including the events immediately preceding the occasion which
Matthew records.

Events
Taken at face value and looking only at the SOTM section of Matthew, there
appears to be only one main event. However, Bal explains that an event is a “transition
from one state to another,”44 and is thus a process as well as a chronological reality. The
incidents described in Matthew Chapter 4 – Jesus’ temptation, ministry in Galilee, calling
of His disciples, and His teaching, preaching, and healing ministry (with its regional
draw) – is a critical foundation because the discourse (and the occasion for it) did not
occur in a vacuum, but was instead the culmination of several aspects of immanency
which Matthew identifies. Thus the transition from the former occasions to the gathered
crowd on a mountainside is both natural and figuratively symbolic.

Actors
Regarding the actors in the fabula, it is typically assumed that the disciples were
present as well as large crowds; after all, that much is explicitly stated in the text.45 But
every gathered crowd has its share of cynics and critics, detractors who question the
message or the messenger, and people who are not only engaged and fully attentive but
also others on the periphery who are lesser engaged or less receptive. If this occasion was
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like any other public discourse, an important part of the delivery was the rhetorical (and
dialogic) exchange which ensued, whereby Jesus raised issues and inferred presumptions
and examples. Those interactions are tangibly manifest in nearly all rhetorical discourses,
and so would have gone without saying in Jesus’ day, but these are not immediately
evident in the text itself. We have to read between the lines to observe these exchanges.
For example: Given the nature of Jesus’ ministry and the mode of His delivery
(more to follow on that), the presence of Pharisees, Sadduccees, and Zealots was almost
certain. While this is not explicitly stated in the text, their presence can be easily inferred
by the word choices and examples Jesus uses to address specific issues in multiple places
throughout the discourse. He engages these groups’ presumptions and challenges their
dominance, taking them to task on key matters and making demonstrative contrasts of his
approach to theirs. One can almost hear (or even see) the Pharisees on the periphery
bristling when He makes innuendos about the “hypocrites” who pray and fast publicly for
the accolades it brings.46 One can imagine the aristocratic Sadduccees, whose piety is
nothing more than showmanship, seething with indignation when He calls them out on
their true motivations47 as a contrast for how His followers’ righteousness should exceed
that of the Scribes & Pharisees.48 Further, Jesus’ use of power and receiver distinctions49
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is practically revolutionary, emboldening the poor and oppressed to rise up and achieve a
true righteousness which for most of their lives they had been told was unattainable due
to their status.50

Time
The time aspect is the most difficult to definitively identify, because there are too
many unknowns which require substantial inference. Time and distance from the original
occasion of Jesus’ delivery prevents us from knowing with certainty how these events
unfolded. In narratology, duration (the time span in which the events occur), interruptions
and parallels (what aspects are included and omitted), and the logical sequence all play
key roles in assessing the way a narrator elaborates on the elements of the fabula.51 But
with the SOTM, which interpretive perspective an analyst is coming from determines
what they are able to see based on their preconceptions. For example, if we presume that
the SOTM is a collection of multiple sayings and teachings of Jesus which were compiled
and organized by Matthew into a “best of” scenario in a typical setting, then it matters
greatly what order these were presented in, why Luke chose to include far fewer
segments than Matthew, and which contexts and examples were omitted. If we take a
more conservative approach and conclude that Matthew was attempting to accurately
recount a singular instance which was intentional and formative, then the duration is
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natural (a 20-25 minute discourse), there are no noteworthy interruptions or parallels, and
the logical sequence was not Matthew’s but Jesus’.

Location
In regards to location, Bal notes that fabulas in narrative tend to intentionally
choose a location due to the human tendency toward spatial thinking and the constructive
power of being able to set up oppositions for effect (and when one is not supplied,
readers will supply a location mentally).52 With the SOTM, the location and its symbolic
meaning is hugely significant and provides one of the most compelling insights into how
Matthew intended for his readers to understand and interpret the events which unfolded.
We shall explore this at length in the “Aspects of the Story” section of this chapter.
Bal provides an extensive analysis of the homology of a fabula, with numerous
examples of the insights which can be derived from these elements.53 Here I have only
provided example applications derived from that type of analysis. Hopefully, the reader
can see that the implications which are evident just through analysis of the key
components of a fabula (particularly assessing Matthew’s utilization of them) are
numerous.
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Components of the Fabula’s Sign-Function
The core components which comprise a narrative’s primary sign function include
the narrator, description (how it is utilized), and the levels of narration.

Narrator
Let us first consider the role of the narrator in the SOTM. Matthew is an external
narrator (EN) because he never specifically refers to himself as a character.54 Indeed,
every time he uses the word, “I,” it is a direct quote of Jesus, never a reference to
himself.55 This distinction is important, because it “entails a difference in the narrative
rhetoric of ‘truth’.”56 Although a character-bound narrator (CN) might imply a rhetoric of
veracity, such rhetoric is not their privilege and it even frequently ensures our perception
of their account as fiction.57 However, as an external narrator (EN), Matthew is
representing his story about others as true.58
Although Matthew is the focalizer who provides the essential perspective, he is
not an actor in the fabula; he is merely recounting the events which transpired and the
words which were shared, using a technique which Bal recognizes: “the narrative voice
associates, then dissociates itself from, characters who are temporarily focalizing [i.e.,
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Jesus, the crowds, etc.].”59 Matthew isn’t intentionally interweaving himself into the story
(even though he may very well have been there when it happened), nor is he telling the
story in such a way that warrants commentary and perspective. Although Matthew does
provide a few elements of that,60 he does so as a matter of framing and focalization as
part of his larger work in the entire gospel, not in the sense of actively trying to shape our
understanding of what transpired. This lends reliability and authenticity to his account of
the ensuing discourse.

Description
Bal explains that description is a privileged site of focalization which has “great
impact on the ideological and aesthetic effect of the text.”61 This is undoubtedly because
the rhetorical strategy of the narrator is evident through the ways in which descriptions
are inserted.62 On the surface, it appears that Matthew has deliberately refrained from
excessive description or commentary, because only the first and last verses from the
pericope contain any descriptions,63 and he does not interrupt Jesus’ spoken words to
provide any insertion of context or impression. This technique lends authority to the
spoken word of the subject (Jesus) and mitigates the appearance of any focalization;
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Matthew is basically letting Jesus speak for himself. The absence of deliberate insertion
speaks to motivation, which is a function of focalization, and since our narrator doesn’t
explicitly interject or insert himself, the presumption implied is that of a motive of
authenticity, at least for the Sermon itself.
However, Matthew does make intentional effort to link the crowd’s reaction to
how Jesus taught (“as one having authority, and not as their scribes”)64 and this
concluding assessment is essential to Matthew’s discrete focalization efforts. He does not
go into any great detail to explain how this was demonstrated through Jesus’ words,
making it clear that he expected his reader to perceive these instances without a narrator’s
additional commentary.65 The fact that Jewish rabbis Neusner and Lapide both pick up
quickly on the implications of Jesus’ authoritative style and use of language which
conveys this presumptive authority is very significant. As mentioned earlier, Neusner
observed, “No wonder the narrator tells us, when Jesus finished his teachings, the crowds
were amazed. But by the criterion of the Torah, Jesus has asked for what the Torah does
not accord to anyone but God.”66 Readers raised in Western communication styles and
scholars trained in historical-critical methods may not recognize the implications as
quickly, but Jewish rabbis (as well as those who appreciate the Jewish background and
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contexts of Jesus) do quite readily,67 which is precisely the point: Jesus was saying far
more than was recorded by the text on the page!
These limited examples from the Sermon itself are not to say that focalization and
motivation are absent. In fact, there are numerous focalizing insertions in the verses (and
even chapters) which precede this pericope. First, there is a description of Jesus’ ministry
activity in the region: Teaching, healing, and setting people free from demons and other
forms of oppression.68 This seems to be intentionally reminiscent of the Isaiah passage
Jesus quotes in Luke,69 the report he sent back through John’s disciples (of whether He
was the “Expected One),”70 and possibly even an allusion to the outcomes of the Year of
Jubilee.71 This would indicate that Matthew’s focalization was, at least in part,
intentionally affirming Jesus’ Messianic role to a predominantly Jewish audience. This is
further confirmed by Matthew’s reversal of the traditional order of constructing a Jewish
genealogy, which typically introduces one’s ancestral father first and then traces the
lineage up until the present. Instead, Matthew calls it the “geneaology of Jesus Christ the
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son of David, the son of Abraham,” which reveals Matthew’s focalizing view that Jesus
was superior to both of his ancestral fathers Abraham and David.72
Secondly, there are several unusual mentions in the chronology which are atypical
of the genre of that era: Jesus’ mention of Judah and his brothers in v. 2 and his mention
of Jeconiah and his brothers in v. 11. The way these are inserted between the mention of
David and the Babylonian exile appear to be “Matthew’s way of indicating the corporate
nature of Israel at key points in the geneology.”73 Another is the mention of Tamar,
Rahab, Ruth, and Uriah’s wife in the geneology,74 which is significant because it was
unusual to mention women in a Jewish geneology but also quite exceptional to list
women who were either Gentiles or married to a Gentile. Hahn concludes that this
deliberate insertion serves “to prepare the reader for the introduction of the fifth woman
in the geneology: Mary.”75
Considering that Matthew’s gospel was written primarily to Jews, it may also
serve to indicate the universal application of Jesus’ teaching, which also coincides with
his reference immediately prior to the SOTM account that “large crowds followed Him
from Galilee and the Decapolis and Jerusalem and Judea and from beyond the Jordan.”76
He seems to be making the case that what Jesus was doing and saying was not merely
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relevant to Jews from the Galilee region but a movement with perceptually global
ramifications which was now underway.
Another genealogical anomaly which provides important focalization is the
introduction of Joseph as “the husband of Mary,”77 where Jewish genealogies typically
exclude women. Further, Matthew departs from the active voice “was the Father of”
(which he has used previously in verses 2-16a) here to use a passive voice, “was born,”
which indicates not only the unique role of Mary, but also Jesus’ unique birth through her
as well.78 As Hahn explains, coupled with Matthew’s earlier emphasis on how God used
Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and Uriah’s wife, this “should remind the reader to not immediately
reject Mary and what God would do through her.”79
Clearly, between the genealogical anomalies and his choice in what subthemes he
values, Matthew seems to be using a Referential-Rhetorical form of description, one
whose purpose is “both to convey knowledge and to persuade.”80 In the context of the
larger narrative, Jesus is a character-bound speaker who possesses knowledge which
character-bound listeners (the crowds who listened to Jesus’ SOTM) do not have but
would like to have.81 Matthew’s choice to remain external to the narrative is a device
which allows him to not only establish his recounting of the words spoken as unbiased
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and authoritative, but also to draw a connection between the reaction of the crowds who
listened to it that day and the response he desires from his own readers.82

Levels of Narration
Narrative levels are typically used to understand framing and embedding of
meaning in narrative texts,83 and this literary detail matters because this framing function
in narrative is one of the reasons why postmodern critics question an author’s agenda.84
Foucault, for example, famously deconstructed the text by attacking the concept and
authority of the author, questioning not only the psychological idea of the author, but also
of the authorial intention, and of the historical author of the work as ‘origin.’85 He
lamented the role of an author as a “necessary or constraining figure” and called for a
form of culture which wasn’t bound in this way,86 but in the process, the role of the
author becomes a “fluctuating function” which interacts with other functions in the
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discourse.87 Mieke Bal’s approach, however, “emancipates both author and reader from
the stronghold of a misconceived interpretive authority.”88
In light of Bakhtin’s appreciation of dialogism and intertextuality, the author’s
centrality as interpreter is no longer a danger to fear vis-à-vis Foucault, nor a threat to
remove through deconstruction efforts, but a key insight which helps us interpret the text
properly.89 As Bal explains, “the very notion that language is not unified provides access
to bits and pieces of culturally different environments within a single text. It makes
readers aware of the limited importance of the individual author and the impossibility of
completely repressing ideological and social others.”90 This is of paramount importance
in understanding and applying the Sermon on the Mount: When Jesus speaks, He
embraces the rhetorical techniques of the Jewish rabbis, but He does so in Aramaic (the
street language of the common people).91 Moreover, He employs colorful idiomatic
expressions and creative wordplays which conveyed a lighthearted joy that was attractive
to those entrenched in a deeply religious and potentially stifling culture of religiosity.
Jesus embodies and models the very message He communicates!
And as Matthew retells this narrative, he embraces and highlights the
intertextuality of Jesus’ delivery, invoking both the direct (surface obvious) meanings as
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well as the ones He creatively implied, making clear in his descriptive assessments
leading into and following Jesus’ words that they are of great importance and are the very
reason for the crowd’s reaction. Matthew is helping Gentiles to recognize the Jewishness
of Jesus’ message and Jews to recognize its applicability and embrace by others. If we
read the text not as printed words on a page but as a live discourse before a culturallysituated audience, we cannot help but hear words which are simultaneously encouraging
to the listener and yet challenging to the status quo. After all, as Joel Green declares, they
are “cultural products that participate in, legitimate, perpetuate, criticize, etc. the worlds
within which they were generated.”92 As printed words on a page, we are left only with
the meaning we can understand and infer from our limited modern vantage point. But as
narrative discourse, we can “hear” Jesus’ words within their cultural context. In that light,
they are truly pregnant with meaning and have relevant lifestyle application.

Aspects of the Story
This analysis will of necessity use two key terms from narratology: fabula and
story. Recall that fabula refers to “a series of logically and chronologically connected
events that are caused or experienced by actors,”93 whereas story refers to “the content of
that [narrative] text, and produces a particular manifestation, inflection, and ‘colouring’
of a fabula.”94 For the purposes of analyzing narrative, these terms are more useful than
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the generic word “text” (which can mean multiple things) or the term “pericope” (which
typically identifies a passage or section extracted from a larger text). The story aspects
are how a narrative text comes across to the reader in a certain way, and they are distinct
from the structured story features of its narration. 95 In the SOTM, we have Matthew’s
narration (i.e., the structure of his actual words) and the story he tells, which comprises
an overarching fabula and the story content within it. The aspects of the story which
influence how the narrative comes across to the reader include time, sequential ordering,
rhythm, frequency, characters, space, and focalization.

Time & Sequential Ordering
Time and sequential ordering often play a significant role in narrative texts. In the
verses of the fabula which precede the primary text (Matt. 4), there are important
elements of timing and sequential order which indicate “that Jesus had awaited God’s
time for him to minister” and that now word was spreading quickly about him, a theme
which we will explore further in the “Characters” section.96 But in the fabula of the
SOTM itself, indicators of time and sequential ordering are exceedingly minimal (which
should be no surprise, given that much of what Matthew describes is simply a recounting
of Jesus’ rhetorical delivery). The only two places within the text where time and/or
sequential ordering are indicated are the framing verses at the beginning and the end of
the discourse:
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1 When Jesus saw the crowds, He went up on the mountain; and after He sat
down, His disciples came to Him. 2 He opened His mouth and began to teach
them, saying,
…
28 When Jesus had finished these words, the crowds were amazed at His
teaching; 29 for He was teaching them as one having authority, and not as their
scribes.97
However, given these verses’ role in framing the discourse at both ends, these
seemingly minor references merit closer attention, especially since the introductory
verses utilize a peculiar wording for establishing the sequence. After all, as Bal notes,
“Playing with sequential ordering is not just a literary convention; it is also a means of
drawing attention to certain things, to emphasize…to indicate the subtle difference
between expectation and realization….”98 So what is Matthew emphasizing?
To unpack this, consider the six identified events:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jesus saw the crowds.
He went up on the mountain.
He sat down.
His disciples came to Him.
He opened His mouth.
He began to teach them.

It is not merely a chronological ordering; each step is conditioned upon another,
and each carries with it semiotic implications: He went up on the mountain when He saw
the crowds (i.e., not before). That sequencing suggests that the presence of the crowds
was the motivation for delivering the teaching, not that it was a previously-announced
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occasion where He began to teach and a crowd gathered as a result.99 There are examples
of this in the gospels, but that is not what occurs here. We already know from the setting
established at the end of chapter four that large crowds from the surrounding region were
following Him, so it appears here that Jesus used this as an occasion to deliver an
important teaching to his disciples, knowing that larger crowds would be listening in
carefully. Second, He went up on the mountain and then sat down. This suggests
intentionality: Sitting down “points unequivocally to a [rabbinic] instruction”100 and was
not only typical of rabbinic teaching style in the first century, but a requirement for such,101
and it was in stark contrast to the form used for reading of parables and Scriptures.102
Also, the fact that Jesus went up first indicates either that the crowd was gathered
on the mountainside already and He went there or that He deliberately looked for a place
from which to teach the gathered crowd. Closely related to this, it also seems evident
from the narrative context that this wasn’t just a sermon (as we often envision it from the
vantage point of twentieth-century culture), nor was it the mode of a traveling street
preacher or itinerant rabbi (as is often presumed and taught in church literature such as
Sunday School quarterlies and other lay-focused materials).
No, this was something far different and significant: It was a strategically-delivered
and intentionally-timed instance of rabbinic teaching – a formal pronouncement. And the
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fact that the disciples came to Jesus after He did so indicates that they recognized the
significance of the occasion as such, a truth which is further affirmed by the sequencing
which follows: He opened His mouth and began to teach them, but only after His
disciples came to Him. Any first-century Jew would have recognized this as a very
deliberate act with semiotic significance: Rabbi Jesus103 was about to give a formal
Torah-teaching…He was about to unveil His approach to interpreting and living the
Torah and His expectations for those who choose to follow after Him.
Contemporary rabbi and Jewish scholar Jacob Neusner goes to great lengths to
articulate the significance of this; in fact, he indicates that this is the very basis on which
he chooses to engage with Jesus’ teaching:
Torah with a capital T stands for God’s revelation to Moses at Mount Sinai. When we
write ‘torah’ with a small t, we mean, ‘the instruction of a master–in the context of
the teaching of the Torah.’ It is a somewhat odd shift; what Jesus does is teach the
Torah, and what he teaches also is torah. For his engagement with the Torah of
Moses–and Matthew makes clear Jesus is profoundly engaged in Torah-learning–
means that things he will say also form a continuation, expansion, elaboration, and
clarification, for instance, of the Torah. He is a teacher of the Torah.104
In all dialogical fairness, it is important to recognize that Neusner disagrees with
Jesus’ conclusions, arguing that Jesus’ Torah-teaching is “broadly out of phase” with the
Torah and covenant of Sinai and that he believes “God has given a different Torah from
the one that Jesus teaches” and that the one Moses received at Sinai stands in judgement
of Jesus’ teaching and not vice-versa.105 But the fact that Neusner immediately
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recognizes the semiotic implications of Jesus’ deliberate actions on the Mount and sees
them as an invitation to debate (if not dispute) Jesus’ understanding of Torah106 reveals
that contempory Christian scholars and practitioners do the SOTM a disservice by
treating the text so casually, or worse, muting or ignoring the implications revealed in
Matthew’s framing of the narrative, as Neusner himself articulates:
What honor accrues if Christians take as gospel-truth, and Jews pretend to ignore,
allegations about what God wants of us that Jesus put forth? These he meant as
argument, in criticism of the views of others, and that he taught as powerful, new,
and unprecedented formulations of God’s revelation to Israel, within and through
the Torah. Should Christians now receive these powerful propositions as mere
statements of fact, when they were meant to change the world - and after all, did
change the world?107
Likewise, Jewish Rabbi Pinchas Lapide dwells on the significance of these
opening verses which frame the nature of the discourse, reaching identical conclusions as
Neusner about Jesus’ intent in delivering the discourse and on Matthew’s perspective in
framing the rhetorical context.108 In fact, Lapide’s commentary on this “Preamble”
portion is the longest of any commentary on these aspects in the SOTM literature (except
possibly Davies’ seminal work109). Lapide confirms the intentionality and relevance of
parallels to Moses, confirms the posture of rabbinic teaching, elaborates on the relevance
not just to Jews but also to the “lost sheep” of Israel, and validates the multiple
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intentional formulations of fidelity to Torah which Matthew includes.110 Then he spends
several pages reviewing how Jesus’ teaching is Torah in the Judaic sense.111 However,
Lapide reaches a vastly different conclusion than Neusner about the nature of Jesus’ role,
concluding that Jesus “neither destroyed nor misappropriated this Torah [of Moses]” and
concurring with Matthew that Jesus [as Messiah] was the “legitimate interpreter of God’s
will as contained in the Torah.”112
Regarding the SOTM’s concluding observations (Matt. 7:28-29), Rabbi Lapide is
helpful here as well, concluding that “The multitude may have listened in the
background, but the immediate target audience of the entire talk was the circle of twelve,
who were then to knead the dough intended for the people.”113 It was intentional
discipleship in the context of Torah. Lapide even uses the term “pedagogy” to describe
the intentionality of Jesus’ approach.114 If Lapide is even remotely correct about that, this
underscores why it matters so much when Christ-followers today live a lifestyle which is
disconnected from the discipleship Jesus articulated in his Torah-teaching. It is not just
that they are allowing their culture to negatively impact their discipleship nor that they
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are failing to follow through on Christian commitment. It is that they are ceasing to
function as disciples in the spirit of Torah, rejecting the very Lord they claim to serve.115
In terms of the sequencing of events in Matthew’s concluding observations of the
narrative (Matt. 7:28-29), little more can be said than what is already obvious in the text,
except for a few hints from the Greek verb tenses. “When” establishes the sequence:
After his teaching (torah) was completed, the crowds were amazed. “Had finished”
(ἐτέλεσεν) is an aorist indicative active verb in the 3rd person and conveys no special
sequential meaning; it simply refers to point action (of a completed or concluded work,
accomplished over time)116 as is already self-evident in the text here. “He was teaching”
(ἦν γὰρ διδάσκων) is an imperfect indicative active verb which conveys repeated action
in past time,117 which simply makes clear that Jesus kept doing so repeatedly.
Why they were amazed is more pertinent, but that is beyond the scope of this
discussion of sequence. It may also be relevant that Matthew uses ἐτέλεσεν in five
places,118 but only two are in regards to discourses,119 and this is the only one where he
reflects on the “teaching as one having authority” aspect. This may suggest that although
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Matthew records five discourses of Jesus, only this first one deliberately establishes his
rabbinic authority in light of Torah.
In narratological terms, both statements in vv 28-29 are internal retroversions
(internal analepsis), or flashbacks to a time within the narrative itself. However, there are
hints of prolepsis as well. On a synchronic level alone, the significance is benign; it is
merely the observation of a chronicler. But on a diachronic level (which explores the
relationship between form and function in narratology120), the same literary device can
take on new functions and thus offer new meaning “depending on the exigencies of a
genre, the predilections of an author, the theme of the narrative, or the taste of an age.”121
Irene J. F. de Jong, a narratologist whose specialty is ancient Greek literature, notes that
these uses are common in Greek narrative.122
In this light, Matthew may be intentionally coupling the proleptic (and
semiotically significant) introduction with this analeptic conclusion with which he framed
Jesus’ discourse in such a way as to establish a pattern of significance for intepreting
Jesus’ teaching not just here but elsewhere. He is framing how Jesus’ discourse and later
actions need to be understood. After all, Matthew’s audience is primarily Jews, so if he
has successfully introduced Jesus as the Messianic fulfillment and thus the rightful
interpreter of Torah, than his statements here in the SOTM are not merely Midrashic in
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nature,123 but authoritative. As messianic rabbi Adam J. Bernay put it, He is the “physical
embodiment of everything the Torah is.”124 In the semiotic sense, Jesus is living Torah –
He signifies that which He speaks of, for He is not only the author and progenitor of that
which He teaches and interprets, but He is both its physical embodiment and actual
fulfillment.
Given Jesus’ articulation of his relationship to the Law in Matt. 5:17-20 (as not
intending to abolish but to fulfill) and how He handles the antitheses section (“you have
heard that it was said, but I say”), Jesus seems to not merely be filling in gaps in Torah
teaching to provide commentary which addresses unanswered questions (the basic
function of Midrash),125 but is instead setting Himself up as the Torah’s rightful and
legitimate interpreter. This understanding, which is also affirmed by Lapide126 and
conceded by Neusner,127 puts the SOTM in proper context and gives it the full import it
deserves, as well as explaining the reaction which Jesus’ discourse received. Further,
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Matthew records numerous other actions and discourses of Jesus which only make sense
in light of His understanding of who He was and why He presumed such authority.128

Space
At first brush, spatial perception does not seem to play into the narrative account
(at least with Matthew’s storytelling). However, it is present in Jesus’ choice of location
for his rhetorical narrative delivery. We have already explored the significance of the
allusions to the first mountain and Moses, of Jesus portraying himself as the new
lawgiver on the new mount with a re-framed (or restored) message.129 But, in addition to
that context (buried within verses 1-2), the site itself is laden with meaning. The hillside
where Jesus delivered the Sermon on the Mount is an easy walk outside of the city of
Capernaum, the earthly base of Jesus’ ministry for three years,130 and the home of a
famous and well-known synagogue.131 The hillside is situated in an agricultural valley
which overlooks the Sea of Galilee,132 and it serves as a natural ampitheater with
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incredible acoustics.133 The village of Tabgha134 is still visible along the northwestern
shoreline on the far perimeter, and the Decapolis region is faintly visible across the Sea
on the distant shoreline.135
It is a picturesque and naturalistic location, and some of the imagery Jesus
mentions in his SOTM are immediately visible on that hillside. For example, the “lilies”
and “grass of the field”136 grow there to this day, a salt-strewn walking path (mentioned
in the “salt” verse)137 is visible not far from the hillside,138 and if Jesus delivered it from
the base of the hill, the hill itself (or another one in the distance) would have served as an
optimal visual reference for his metaphorical reference to a “city set on a hill.”139 While
many of these locational details do make it into the background context in some
historical-critical methods, seldom are they used to articulate an understanding of how
those geographic and locational details interplay with the text itself and were part of the
rhetor’s chosen intertextuality. As Derrida notes, while methods of traditional criticism
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form an “indispensable guardrail” for interpretation, it “has always only
protected…never opened, a reading.”140

Rhythm & Frequency
Rhythm, which Bal defines as “the relationship between the amount of time
covered by the events of a fabula and the amount of time involved in presenting those
events,” is indeed elusive.141 It is closely related to frequency, which Genette used to
describe “the numerical relationship between the events of the fabula and those in the
story.”142 In the SOTM, if we begin the fabula with the events forming the basis for
Jesus’ ministry and his eventual rhetorical delivery on the mount, then in terms of overall
rhythm, we have a faster-paced frequency leading up to it with the setting. Chapter four
begins with a clearly-defined timeframe of 40 days and nights (for Jesus’ temptation),
which is told in a longer paragraph containing three distinct interactions with the devil
over 11 verses.143 This is followed by an indeterminate ellipsis (Jesus’ ministry in
Galilee), which establishes how He ended up in Capernaum and frames Matthew’s
conception of how the timing was right.144
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This is followed by another ellipsis of indeterminate length (in which Jesus calls
His disciples)145 and this setting concludes with a pause where time stands still146 (Jesus’
teaching, preaching, & healing ministry), which establishes why large crowds from the
surrounding region were following Him.147 In narrative context, the former examples
seem to establish a sense of necessary-ness and a context for ministry preparation (likely
in the rabbinic sense), while the latter establishes the rabbinic basis for the narrative (that
He had just called His disciples and large crowds were now following Him).
Once the discourse proceeds, however, Matthew’s framing seems rather
minimalist and the pace becomes more utilitarian, merely chronicling the events an
relaying the discourse as delivered. If, however, we take the approach that the Sermon as
recorded was not a single-instance delivery but a collection of multiple sayings Jesus
delivered over time and which Matthew gathered into a cohesive whole through
significant redaction,148 then the logical (or focalizing) organization of topics drives the
rhythm and frequency of this section. In addition, the pace would be one of intentionally
trying to appear as a single-instance rhetorical delivery.
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Characters
The verses of the fabula which immediately precede the primary text (Matt. 4)
indicate that word was spreading quickly about Jesus.149 Drawing on sources as diverse as
Josephus and Robbins, Keener observes that ancient narratives about teachers frequently
emphasized their popularity, and that this was typically in contrast to mentions of
aristocratic figures who often disdained the masses.150 This would suggest an intentional
effort on Matthew’s part to emphasize Jesus’ popular relatability rather than his rabbinic
authority, an intriguing insight given Matthew’s predominantly Jewish audience.
Also, Matthew seems to be especially concerned with the geographic distribution
of that regional interest.151 It is almost as if he is deliberately saying, “This is so much
bigger than us [Jews].” Although that seems counterintuitive if his intent was to establish
legitimacy with Jewish audiences and resonance with their interests,152 it does appeal to
their sense of prophetic destiny through the Abrahamic blessing, whereby Israel would
bless all nations of the earth.153 By the same token, it establishes the global relevance of
Jesus’ life and message, transcending local cultural and religious boundaries.
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This latter implication may be useful in articulating the gospel and Jesus’
expectations to postmodern audiences which tend to dismiss authoritative appeals to
metanarrative. If it were just a Christian reappropriation of Jewish presumptive
metanarrative, it would lack relevance and authority and be easy to dismiss as culturally
conditioned. But, as a rhetorically situated narrative with at least regional (if not
perceptively global) interest, this realigns the implications of Jesus’ message by imbueing
it with a story theme. Whether that it is immediately apparent in the text itself is certainly
debateable, but in terms of communication of discipleship expectations to today’s
audiences, it is especially pertinent.

Focalization
As Bal defines it, focalization is “the relationship between the ‘vision,’ the agent
that sees, and that which is seen.”154 In essence, it is how the narrator tells us what to
focus on, and it establishes “point of view” or “perspective,” although Bal resists these
terms because of their several limitations.155 Gérard Genette introduces the term
focalization as an alternative to these terms, calling his approach a “reformulation” of the
point of view idea.156 Genette’s frequent use of “focalization sur” in French is intriguing in
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light of this researcher’s “vantage point” metaphor, because Genette used the preposition
sur (“on”) to indicate a restriction of what information is told from that point of view:157In
other words, when we focus on something, we limit what else can be seen. Even if a
narrative account is told accurately and with extreme attention to preserving every nuance
and detail, the fact remains that it is still told through the lens of the one who observed
it…for better or for worse. No matter how pure the motives and desire for accurate
retelling may be, there will be an inevitable coloring of the fabula as a result.
This is both the glory of, and the difficulty with, Matthew’s account. In the one
sense, we are privileged to enjoy his intentional efforts to focalize on the details of what
Jesus’ discourse and precursor ministry meant to his predominantly Jewish audience.
Matthew helps us to see nuances that might not have been immediately evident to other
audiences of his day (for example, Greek audiences). In some ways, it is lamentable that
this event occurred before the advent of modern technology, and so we cannot watch a
video recording or hear an audio recording of Jesus’ world-changing discourse. Thus
many aspects of His delivery are obscured through time, distance, and culture, which
would likely be evident and enlightening if we had that resource at our disposal.
And yet, at the same time, even when we have such recordings of other great
world-changing rhetoric (for example, of Martin Luther King Jr’s “I Have a Dream”
speech, where we have accurate transcripts, a photo, and an audio recording158), reading
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the transcript or hearing a recording of it is not the same as being there. As
representatives of the civil rights movement and family and followers who were there
have shared,159 there was a sense of aura and presence as well as prophetic destiny and
social exigency which simply cannot be captured in audio or video recordings. Truly you
had to be there to experience the full weight of its implications. The political and social
context in which the message was delivered cannot be easily captured in text on a page,
nor would it be possible (other than minimally) to capture that sense with media
recordings. In fact, one important weakness of modern technology is that it lures us into
believing that everything was accurately conveyed, when in reality there are many vital
aspects which are inevitably omitted.160
No doubt the same held true in Jesus’ day with his remarkable discourse. That is
why Matthew’s focalization matters. He helps us see what we need to focus on (and
presumably omits details and restricts information which does not help to provide that
desired focus), and as both a Jew and a disciple of Jesus as well as an eyewitness, he is
uniquely qualified for that task.

Conclusion
Hopefully it is clearer now through this cursory narratological analysis that
significantly more insight about Jesus’ message and its implications can be understood
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when viewed from the vantage point of narrative, and that these contextual details give us
key insights into how the SOTM was intended to be interpreted and applied. Although
bits and pieces of background historical, cultural, and linguistic information was required
(the same which historical-critical methods utilize), analyzing these through the theory of
narrative yields different insights and nuanced applications which were not evident from
our previously-restricted vantage point. Now that we have explored the narrative in
context, we turn our attention to the discourse itself to explore additional insights.

Chapter 6
Useful Tools #2: Discourse Analysis

In a particularly poignant episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation, Captain
Jean-Luc Picard plays a pivotal role in unlocking the enigmatic communication of the
Children of Tama, a peaceful and technologically-advanced alien race. Although both
parties sought peaceful interchange, efforts had repeatedly been stymied because the
Tamarians used metaphor and allegorical imagery to communicate, whereas the
Federation fleet staff were only accustomed to linguistic systems which were comparable
to our own Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) sentence structure and similar systems.1 Aboard
the U.S.S. Enterprise was a universal translator which “automatically interprets between
any alien language instantly and fluently,” thus making it possible to communicate with
other alien races2 (presumably including those which used ergative-absolutive languages
utilizing the Agent-Verb-Object word order). However, the metaphor and image-based
language system of the Tamarians simply didn’t translate, and Commander Data recounts
that seven previous attempts at diplomatic communication between them had failed.3
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The solution arose when Captain Picard started observing when and how the
Tamarian commander Dathon used specific expressions.4 For example, “Shaka, when the
walls fell” was always used in reference to failure, “Temba, his arms wide” appeared to
be used in reference to giving or receptivity, and “Mirab, his sails unfurled” was used in
reference to travel (or perhaps fleeing).5 Stoicly, Commander Data observes, “The
Tamarian seems to be stating the proper names of individuals and locations,”6 to which
Picard laments, “Yes, but what does it all mean?”7 Lacking a shared cultural history, the
names and locations–and the important history and mythology surrounding them–were
foreign to Captain Picard and the Federation, and this not only made direct translation
efforts impossible but obscured the communicators’ intended meaning as well.
In dialogue with the dying alien commander who had risked his life to establish
communication, it became evident that locative phrase references like “at Tanagra” and
“at Lashmir” were being used to convey comparable situations in order to evoke similar
emotive responses.8 Pressing further, Picard begins to understand that “Darmok on the
ocean” and “Jalad on the ocean” were both references to isolation (individuals working
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alone), while Tanagra was an island with an enemy (a beast) present,9 and thus “Darmok
and Jalad at Tanagra” meant working together to fight a common enemy.10 Once he
analyzed how the language was actually being used in context, rather than merely
exegeting the words themselves, he was able to see deeper insights and connections,
finally understanding what it meant. Although the Tamarian commander Dathon died
from the injuries he sustained fighting the unknown “beast” lifeform, his death was not in
vain, because after returning to the Enterprise, Picard was able to use the insights he
gained through that dialogue to communicate with the Tamarians’ first officer about their
shared experience, Dathon’s demise, and their mutual desire for peacefully working
together. The result was understanding and effective communication at last, to which the
Tamarian first officer remarked, “Sokath, his eyes open!”11 This encounter and its
meaning became a new shared cultural experience which would thereafter be known as
“Picard and Dathon at El-Adrel.”12
That (what Picard did to understand the Tamarians’ meaning) is precisely the
purpose and function of discourse analysis, for it is the study of “the meanings we give
language and the actions we carry out when we use language in specific contexts” (or
more simply, “language in use”).13 Specifically in regards to the New Testament, another
reputed scholar calls it “an analysis of language features that draws its explanations, not
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from within the sentence or word … but extrasententially (from the linguistic and wider
context).”14 The universal translator on board the Enterprise functioned in the same way
that historical-critical studies do in contemporary hermeneutics: As long as the language
followed predictable patterns of syntax that we are familiar with, equivalencies and
meaning was not too difficult to derive. But when a culture’s communication was
completely unique, direct translation was difficult, if not impossible. That is the problem
we often experience when looking at narrative and discourse from a first-century oral
context. We can identify the meanings of specific words, and we can deduce the
meanings of phrases and sentences through their historical and cultural context, but
without analyzing the discourse itself (examining the language in use), we can still miss
the meanings which matter most.
The Sermon on the Mount is both narrative and discourse, but these aspects are
not found in equal measure throughout. In the last chapter we focused on the insights
which can be derived through narrative, and this emphasis led us to explore the framing
role of the introductory and concluding verses of Jesus’ famed text, as well as the
narrative accounts in the chapter which precede Jesus’ actual delivery. In this chapter, we
turn our attention to the discourse itself – the words Jesus spoke. There are many tools
available for conducting discourse analysis,15 along with a variety of approaches,16 so
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rather than explore every one, this chapter will identify several particularly salient tools
which have a notable impact on the meaning and application of the Sermon on the Mount
and limit its approach to the ones Gee identifies as “descriptive” rather than “critical.”17
The goal of descriptive forms is to “describe how language works [in a particular usage]
in order to understand it,” in contrast with critical froms which seek to intervene.18 With
Gee, a goal will be a practical or applied orientation.19

Deixis
Deictics are “words whose reference must be determined by context”20 and it
typically includes pointing words which describe persons (“you,” “(s)he,” “they,” etc.),
places (“here,” “there,” “this,” or “that”), and time (“now,” “then,” “yesterday,” etc.).
The recognition of deixis in discourse is important in part because it requires situated
context in order to properly interpret its meaning, and at the same time it provides
important linguistic cues regarding the speaker’s intended meaning. Deixis is also
important in understanding narrative because, as French linguist Emile Benviste
observes, “what matters in language is not the world ‘about’ which subjects
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communicate, but the constitution of the subjectivity required to communicate in the first
place.”21 Furthermore, deictics “tie speech and writing to context.”22
One of the most important examples of deixis in the SOTM is significantly
important because of how dramatically it affects interpretation: The “you have heard it
said” structuring of the core SOTM content in Matthew 5:21-48, which are often referred
to as “antitheses.” Obviously, Jesus is referring to something specific which the audience
of His day would have recognized, but which is not immediately clear to later readers.
When read in English, the most common presumptive conclusion which arises is that
Jesus was referring to the Old Testament (or at least to the Law found therein), and this
makes it way into a vast majority of commentary, teaching, and Sunday School literature.
For example, Barclay’s usually conservative pastoral commentary is one example
of where this misunderstanding arises, for he declares: “[N]o fewer than five times
(Matthew 5:21, 27, 33, 38, 43) Jesus quotes the Law, only to contradict it, and to
substitute a teaching of his own. He claimed the right to point out the inadequacies of the
most sacred writings in the world, and to correct them out of his own wisdom.”23 Barclay
even runs with this theme for several paragraphs, using it to illustrate Jesus’ authority.24
Bultmann and Strecker reach this conclusion as well, and many other commentators lean
that way.
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But this cannot possibly be the case, because one of the alleged quotes does not
properly correlate to any known wordings from the Old Testament,25 a couple of others
are either misquotes or paraphrases at best,26 and in setting up this entire section, Jesus
prefaced all six “you have heard it said” / “but I say” statements with the declaration:
17

“Do not think that I came to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I did not come to
abolish but to fulfill. 18 For truly I say to you, until heaven and earth pass away,
not the smallest letter or stroke shall pass from the Law until all is accomplished.
19
Whoever then annuls one of the least of these commandments, and teaches
others to do the same, shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven; but whoever
keeps and teaches them, he shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven.”
20
“For I say to you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of the scribes
and Pharisees, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven.”27
So how could Jesus possibly be doing the very thing that He said He did not come
to do (and which He strongly forbade others to do), immediately after stating this? He
didn’t. Rather, Jesus’ intent with these deictic words only becomes clear when reviewing
the original Greek text viewed through the vantage point of discourse and through the
lens of semiotic reflection. In this case, we must also consider those who were there and
who He would have been referring to or perhaps even gesturing towards,28 as well as the
shared cultural and religious knowledge which His audience would have possessed.29
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Citing Davies’ Setting (252), Stassen & Gushee note that the statement Jesus refers to comes not from the
Old Testament but from the Qumran community via the Dead Sea Scrolls: Glen H. Stassen, & David P.
Gushee. Kingdom Ethics: Following Jesus in Contemporary Context (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity
Press, 2003).
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As was explained in the previous chapter in the Elements of the Fabula > Actors section.
While this requires a bit of inferential reasoning, there exist multiple expressions in Jesus’ SOTM which
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The Greek phrase which Matthew records that Jesus used is ἠκούσατε ὅτι ἐρρέθη,
which has been variously rendered as “You have heard that it was said,”30 “It was said,”31
“You have heard that [the ancients were told] or “You have heard that it was said [to the
people long ago].”32 The Greek verb ἐρρέθη (errethe) is an aorist indicative passive. An
aorist typically indicates “point action” (completed)33 or a “snapshot,”34 and this
punctiliar completion occurred at multiple different times in the past (it was repeatedly
completed).35 However, in this particular construction (in the indicative), it denotes
antecedent time relative to the time of the main verb–it summarizes past actions rather
than simply describing a specific action within an undefined timeframe.36 Rendered as
literally (albeit awkwardly) as possible, it would read something like, “it has been being
said” (i.e., many times already in the past over time this occurred), or specifically in this

would be obvious implications and natural to reference if such parties were present (as virtually all public
speakers do).
29
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commandment that says” (v. 27) and “You have heard the law that says” (vv. 31, 33, & 48).
31
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context, “you have heard that it has often been said.” It does not refer to a singular
instance, but instead suggests that it was something which happened often.37
The Greek phrase which Matthew records Jesus using for his contrasting
statements is ἐγὼ δὲ λέγω, which isn’t immediately revelatory in itself. It simply means
“but/however I say,” although δὲ is a softer and weaker “but” which often can be read
“and”38 (which would be appropriate in the sense that He is giving his rabbinic
interpretation of the Law, extending its limitations rather than contradicting it).39
However, the significance lies in what verb is not used in this discourse: When
Jesus referred to the written Torah, he used γέγραπται (gegraptai), which means “It is
written.”40 That is the verb phrase which Matthew says the chief priests and scribes used
in response to Herod about where the written Scriptures (the prophets) said the Messiah
would be born,41 and the phrase appears repeatedly in Jesus’ response to Satan each time
He quotes the written Scriptures (recorded just a few paragraphs prior to the SOTM).42
Likewise, it is the verbal expression Jesus used when He quoted Scripture that foretold of

37

Vaughan & Gideon, 146 (in either the culminative or constative usage).

38

Keener, 181.
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As echoed by Lapide, who scathingly denounces the notion that a pious Jew who is called Rabbi
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John the baptizer’s ministry,43 when He quoted Scripture to justify his cleansing of the
temple,44 when he referenced Scripture’s prophecy of his impending death at the Last
Supper,45 and when he quoted Scripture regarding his imminent arrest and crucifixion.46
So throughout Matthew, whenever Jesus quoted the written Scriptures,47 he used
γέγραπται,

but when Jesus was contrasting what people had heard with his own

articulation, He used ἐρρέθη (errethe) “it has often been said.” Thus He is referring to oral
tradition–what the people have been told repeatedly by those in authority–not the written
Law (or Jewish Scriptures) itself.48 If anything, He is clarifying the original intent and
addressing the misquotes and misapplications which had devolved over time.49 This
tightening of application without disrespecting the law would be consistent with the
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44
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concept of making a “fence around the Torah” which is common in rabbinic teaching, as
articulated elsewhere by Neusner50 and affirmed by Keener.51
Part of why this gets a bit confused in popular opinion (as well as in various
commentaries) is that some (but not all) of the oral tradition to which Jesus is referring to
did indeed quote – or at least roughly paraphase – the written Scriptures, while at least
one other misquoted it and another reflects a Midrashic take on the actual statement. But
with Jesus’ use of ἐρρέθη rather than γέγραπται, there can be no question about what He
was referring to in these deictic words; it is a stark and deliberative contrast, no doubt
made with great intentionality. Although linguistic analysis helped us to understand the
original Greek expressions Jesus used, the significance of the deixis is not evident at the
sentence level, nor even in the paragraph structuring; it requires stepping back to see the
entire narrative from a wider vantage point to see the terminology the narrator employed
for quotations of written OT authority which are absent in this discourse. These critical
insights which dramatically impact interpretation can only be seen when viewed from the
vantage point of discourse in the context of the larger narrative. That is why it is so often
missed in the historical-critical analyses so common in commentaries and teaching
materials on this essential passage.52
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Sign Systems & Knowledge
Another tool of discourse analysis which yields useful insights in the Sermon on
the Mount is the “sign systems & knowledge” tool, which is concerned with “how the
words and grammar being used privilege or de-privilege specific sign systems.”53 These
sign systems represent different ways of knowing the world,54 and their usage can
establish prestige for specific ways of knowing and understanding the world, as well as to
represent a familiar and privileged mutual understanding of signs which that system
appreciates.55 In the SOTM, Jesus utilizes a number of distinctively rabbinic terms and
techniques which indicate his familiarity with their use amongst Jewish religious leaders’
thought processes and communication, as well as His understanding of their privileged
status in Torah-teaching.
One such example is Kal v’Chomer ()וחומר קל, literally “light and heavy,” where a
lighter (simpler) but more certain proposition is used to deduce the same conclusion from
a more complex or heavier one.56 It is is a well-known rule of Talmudic hermeneutics and
often used in rabbinic teaching.57 It is comparable to what we know in contemporary
Western cultures as an a fortiori argument, it was the first in Rabbi Hillel (the Elder)’s
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rules of interpretation,58 and it also appears in The Thirty-two Rules of Eliezer B. Jose
Ha-Ge-lili as well as The Thirteen rules of Rabbi Ishmael.59
In the Greek New Testament, it is often signaled by the use of πόσῳ µᾶλλον “how
much more (so).”60 Jesus uses this technique three places in the SOTM:
1. In Matt. 6:25-34, where he addresses worry/anxiety and challenges his hearers’
undue preoccupation with food and clothing, concluding with this Kal v’Chomer
statement: “Look at the birds of the air, that they do not sow, nor reap nor gather
into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not worth much
more than they?”61
2. In Matt. 6:30, he follows with yet another Kal v’Chomer statement: “Observe
how the lilies of the field grow; they do not toil nor do they spin, yet I say to you
that not even Solomon in all his glory clothed himself like one of these. But if
God so clothes the grass of the field, which is alive today and tomorrow is thrown
into the furnace, will He not much more clothe you?”62
3. In Matt. 7:10-11, where He underscores God’s provision in response to prayer
with yet another Kal v’Chomer statement: “[W]hat man is there among you who,
when his son asks for a loaf, will give him a stone? 10 Or if he asks for a fish, he
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will not give him a snake, will he? 11 If you then, being evil, know how to give
good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father who is in heaven
give what is good to those who ask Him!”63
This latter instance may also be an allusion to Moses, for whom God used a similar Kal
v’Chomer statement regarding Miriam’s leprous penalty. If so, it would be a kesher
connection as well, where a word or action alludes to another Scripture found
elsewhere.64 That would have delighted Jewish audiences.
Jesus’ use of the reasoning technique would have signaled his awareness and
grasp of Talmudic hermeneutics, and it would have been a familiar argumentation
technique to both the common listener (every male of which would have heard it used in
the temple by the Rabbis), the disciples, as well as any members of the Pharisees,
Scribes, or Sanhedrin who were present. After all, Hillel was a contemporary of Jesus (at
least until Jesus reached age 12 or so and Hillel died), and the school of thought Hillel
was known for (rival to the Shammai school) played an important role in many of the
challenging “trap” questions Jesus received throughout His ministry from the Scribes and
Pharisees.

63
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Matt. 7:10-11, NASB (emphasis mine).

Numbers 12 (the Kal v’Chomer use is “If her father had but spit in her face, would she not bear
her shame for seven days?”). See Chaya Sarah Silberberg, “Why Was Miriam Punished So Harshly?,”
Chabad.org, accessed April 9, 2017, http://www.chabad.org/parshah/article_cdo/aid/1888770/jewish/WhyWas-Miriam-Punished-So-Harshly.htm.
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Insight from Chiastic Structure
Another tool of discourse analysis65 looks at why the speaker constructed their
grammar choices in the particular way they did and not another way.66 This would
certainly be true of the numerous examples of chiastic structure which Jesus used in
delivering the Sermon on the Mount. This composition technique,67where the speaker
presents several ideas or topics in a sequence, builds like a crescendo to the most
important topic or idea, then re-traces that same pattern in reverse back to the original
starting point, is common in oral cultures.68 The rhymed couplets of the Proverbs and
Song of Solomon are well-known examples of this technique, as are the phrase inversions
which appear in Numbers and in many of the Old Testament poetic books.69 Structurally
speaking, it looks like ABBA or ABCBA form, where “A,” “B,” and “C” are each
distinct thoughts or insights which are then re-stated similarly in the return trip.70 For
example:
A: Do not give what is holy to dogs,
B: and do not throw your pearls before swine,
B: or they will trample them under their feet,
A: and turn and tear you to pieces.
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In this, one of the best-known examples of chiasmus in the New Testament,71
“trample” is connected with the swine while the verb “tear you to pieces” is connected
with the dogs.72 The SOTM is full of examples of such chaisms. This rhetorical technique
facilitates memorization of lengthy sections of material for the speaker, as well as recall
of insights and argumentation for the audience.73 It also means that the “point” is in the
middle–in the crescendo of the section.74
Luz observes that the entire structure of the SOTM is organized in the form of a
ring, built symmetrically around the Lord’s Prayer as its core.75
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Figure 2–Chiastic Structure of the Sermon on the Mount 76

Individuals who have grown up in Western culture, which is steeped in GrecoRoman oratory and the centrality of print literature, typically find such rhetorical
techniques odd and confusing in thought flow. After all, we are usually trained to write
and present with an introduction, a thesis statement and supporting details, and a
conclusion, so this seems very unusual and counter-intuitive.77 However, this approach to
spoken delivery would have been very natural, fitting, and satisfying to the audience of
Jesus’ day. Even more importantly, Allison notes that “the structure of the Sermon on the
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McCoy, “Chiasmus,” 22.
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Mount has hermeneutical implications.”78 After all, “no discourse simply consists of a
collection of words or sentences [in such a way] that if you added up the semantic content
of all the individual words and all the individual sentences, you could make sense of the
discourse.”79 Louw observes that “the structure, in which a notion is communicated, is
the heart of its effectiveness”80
So what insights do we draw from Jesus’ use of this rhetorical technique? First,
with the entire SOTM treated as one larger chiasmus, the Lord’s Prayer stands out as the
clear focal point.81 The Lord’s Prayer itself is also a chiasmus:

Figure 3–Chiastic Structure of the Lord’s Prayer (Matt. 6:9b-13, NASB)
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Further, the entire section on the disciple’s motives82 is a chiasmus of its
own (within the larger chiasmus), with the Lord’s Prayer as its center, too:

Figure 4–Chiastic Structure of the Motives Section (Matt. 6:1-8, NIV), Displayed Vertically to
Identify Parallel Alignments83

82
83

Matt. 6:1-18.

David Swisher, “The Christian’s Motives: Giving, Praying, & Fasting–A Structural Analysis,”
Handout developed for BRS 401–The Sermon on the Mount class, Tabor College–Wichita & Online, Fall
2014.
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The form here is ABXBA for the Giving section, ABXBA for the Praying section
(with an extended emphasis on the Lord’s Prayer in ABCDXDCBA form at the center of
this chiasmus), and ABXBA for the Fasting section. For each ringed set, the emphasis
(main point) in the subsection (noted by “X”) is the challenge to avoid duplicity and
religiosity. This is further emphasized in the extended focus on the Lord’s Prayer (at the
center of the entire chiasmus); the main (central) theme, “on earth as it is in heaven,”84
further underscores the same message. Thus the central theme, both stylistically and
rhetorically, is an appeal to whole (mature) living in such a way that we avoid duplicity,
showmanship, and religiosity–by our actions literally manifesting “on earth” amongst
humanity what is already so “in heaven.”85 Jesus is calling His disciples to bring about
His kingdom on earth in the way we live.

Situated Meaning: Perfection in Original Context
Finally, one more tool of discourse analysis which yields useful insights in the
Sermon on the Mount is the “situated meaning” tool, where text analysts make a
distinction between the general meaning a word or utterance typically has and the

84
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See Figure 3 – Chiastic Structure of the Lord’s Prayer.

This aligns nicely with Jesus’ exhortation to be “perfect” (mature, whole, complete) which will
be discussed in the following section. See John J. Parsons, “Living Transparently: Being Wholehearted
With the LORD,” Hebrew for Christians, accessed July 25, 2017, http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
Meditations/Tamim/tamim.html.
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specific meaning it “takes on in a specific context of use.”86 As James Paul Gee observes,
this forces us to undertake “a close study of some of the relevant contexts within which
that text is placed and which it, in turn, helps to create.”87 Joel Green hones in the
relevance for the SOTM in particular: “Discourse analysis of NT texts, then, must be
actively engaged in the exploration of the presupposition pools (especially the
sociohistorical context) of the Mediterranean communities in which those texts were
formed.”88
The word “perfect” in Jesus’ concluding exhortation, “Therefore you are to be
perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect”89 is an optimal example of this. This single
verse has been the source of much contentious commentary on the SOTM, significant
misunderstanding regarding Jesus’ intended meaning, and disillusionment among
churchgoers and adherants. A primary reason for this confusion and misunderstanding is
that we are unable to discern the situated meaning of the verse at the sentence level alone,
because grammatically (from our vantage point), its meaning appears obvious. After all,
“perfect” is a commonly-used word in the English language and we all presume we know
what it means.90 However, what Jesus meant by it in His day – and thus how His words
apply to us today – can only be properly understood within the context of the larger
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discourse (with the implications and tools we have reviewed thus far) as well as within
the framework of the larger Matthean narrative in the context of first-century culture.
To contemporary followers in Western cultures, the word “perfect” conveys
flawlessness–an impossible ideal (as in, “nobody’s perfect”). After all, our English word
is derived “from the Latin perfectio, which implies a state of moral flawlessness and
absolute perfection that all Christians agree is reserved for glory.”91 Since context is
reflexive,92 the meanings of words are constantly evolving, and just as words like
“broadcast,” “gay,” “awful,” and “decimate” now mean something substantially different
than their original meaning,93 the same reflexive evolution has happened with the word
“perfect.”94 To Latin purists, the root word does connote the same sense of “completion”
or “bringing to completion/perfection”95 as its Greek and Hebrew correlaries do, but to
the vast majority of Western readers, it means “being entirely without fault or defect”96 or
“having all the required or desirable elements, qualities, or characteristics; as good as it is
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possible to be.”97 Is it any wonder, then, when Jesus concludes his examples and
applications with this “be perfect” exhortation, that contemporary readers would find in
Jesus’ words an impossible ethic and an unattainable ideal?
However, to properly understand what Jesus meant, we have to analyze the
situated meaning. This is an example of a case where the word being used is very
nuanced and specific to the speaker’s worldview and cultural context in which it was
delivered.98 Our contemporary Western perceptions of what “perfect” means are not how
first-century Jews understood perfection. Instead, they would have been familiar with
three essential meanings which were integral to the religious system of their day and
situated within their cultural context:
1. Perfection as Wholeness: ( תָּ מִיםtâmîm). This term99–along with related
words sharing the ( תָּ םtâm) root–is the most frequently occurring Hebrew
synonym for “perfect,” and it generally means “whole, entire, sound.”100 The
word is used 23 times in the Old Testament to describe the moral character of
humans, but it is only translated “perfect” in KJV seven times. The other
times it is rendered “sincere” (three times), “upright” (twelve times), and
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“undefiled” (once).101 When applied to animals, it referred to physical
soundness (i.e., a perfect sacrifice); when applied to humans, it referred to
sincerity or righteousness (i.e., a sound/perfect life or witness).102
2. Holiness as a Perfect Heart: ( שָׁ ֵ֔לםshalem). This term103 refers to fellowship
between God and His people,104 and it is significant in Jewish culture,
appearing 224 times in noun form (typically translated “peace”) and 27 times
in adjective form (14 times of which are translated “perfect” in KJV) in the
Old Testament,105 and forming the basis of a well-known Jewish greeting.
3. Perfection as Uprightness of Heart: ( יִשְׁ ֵרי־yashar). This term106 is found
120 times (and its derivatives nearly 40 more times) in the Old Testament.107
As an adjective, it usually has the meaning of “upright” (applied to both God
and people),108 while as a verb, it means “to please, to be right in the sight of
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God.”109 Greathouse observes, “Perfection is uprightness of heart, not flawless
behavior.”110
The Scriptures which Jesus’ audience were familiar with and the temple and
sacrificial system all made heavy use of these concepts, and their situated meaning would
have been quite clear to a first-century Jewish audience. In fact, the first concept
(wholeness / tâmîm) is a direct parallel to the Greek word τέλειος which Jesus used
here,111 which means “complete, whole, entire,”112 and by semantic extension, “lacking
nothing” and even “brought to its end, finished”113 or “achieving its intended purpose.” It
is closely related to the Greek word τέλος (telos) and is where we get the term teleology,
which refers to intended purpose and design.114
The second and third concepts–Perfect Heart (shalem) and Uprightness of Heart
(yashar)–would have also been very familiar to Jews of His day since they formed the
basis of common greetings and expectations and were not only part of the cultural milieu
but a familiar pattern and expectation in their religious devotion. Allison affirms this
concept as well, noting Jesus’ use of the word in His encounter with the rich young ruler
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later in Matthew: “If you want to be perfect…” (Matthew 19:16-30, NIV) is clearly about
completeness. 115 Allison also observes that “one of the apocryphal psalms found at
Qumran describes David as ‘intelligent and perfect in all his ways before God and
men’.”116 Given what we know about both examples (King David and the rich young
ruler), clearly perfection was not about flawlessness or sinlessless, but about a lifestyle of
wholeness, completion, and maturity in the pursuit of righteousness.117
Therefore, a disciple who reaches maturity, whose actions and behavior
demonstrates “uprightness” in their relationships with God and fellow man and whose
life fulfills God’s design and purpose is “perfect” in the Greek and Hebraic sense which
Jesus is using here.118 This understanding echoes the one illuminated by Parsons in the
previous section, tying Moses’ admonitions to Jesus’ in a way which demonstrates how
Jesus is not only calling us to live wholeheartedly but is himself the fulfillment and
embodiment of God’s expectations for man.119
So by itself, the “be perfect” exhortation seems out of context and is baffling. As
a concluding exhortation following Jesus’ explication of tangible examples of His ethic,
to Western minds unfamiliar with Hebrew culture and religious expectations, it seems an
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unrealistic impossibility. But within the framework of first-century Jewish culture,
aligned with the rhetoric Jesus employs elsewhere in His discourse (and consistent with
Matthew’s entire narrative), it makes great sense and its meaning becomes
overwhelmingly clear. Jesus is elevating the definition of righteousness to one which
does not rely on legalistic observance of the law (ritual purity) but to one of heart
intention.

Conclusion
In Jesus’ day as well as today, there are a multitude of people who follow
ritualistic and legalistic observances of God’s “rules” but miss the point altogether about
heart, character, integrity, and motive. That is precisely what Jesus explicates in the
SOTM: Righteousness (holiness) is not rule-following but a lifestyle of whole, authentic
maturity built on a foundation of relationship with God and fellow man. In the truest
sense of discipleship, Jesus is asking His followers to become like Him, loving God and
loving others120 rather than merely keeping rules. Not only does this approach echo and
affirm the Law in a highly-relationship sense, but near the conclusion of his narrative
gospel, in the final (Olivet) discourse, Matthew records Jesus’ eight “woes,” in which He
issues scathing rebukes for those same scribes and Pharisees for being the supreme
example of hypocrisy, duplicity, and showy religiosity.121
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He calls them “hypocrites” (vv. 13, 15, 16, 23, 25, 27, & 29), “blind guides” (vv. 16-1925), and
a “brood of vipers” (33), and likens their religious performance to a filthy cup which has been washed only
on the outside (vv. 25-26) and to a tomb which has been whitewashed on the outside but which inside is
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This interpretation is consistent with the rest of the SOTM because:
1. Jesus introduced this entire segment by explaining that He did not come to
“abolish the Law or the Prophets” but to “fulfill” them (i.e., to help them to
achieve their intended purpose, their τέλος),122
2. In each of the “antitheses” Jesus has not only “made a fence around the
Torah” by expanding the application but has also articulated the application in
such a way that legalistic/ritualistic observance fails to accomplish it (focusing
instead on heart character and motive),123
3. Jesus introduced a set of transforming initiatives which demonstrate how the
vicious cycle of murder, lust, hate, etc. we humans are so prone to can be
transformed into something redemptive and restorative,124 and
4. Jesus prefaced this entire segment with the stipulation, “unless your
righteousness surpasses that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will not enter
the kingdom of heaven,”125 which He then elucidates by demonstrating how
our righteousness can “exceed” that of the presumed exemplars of His day and
concludes with the exhortation to “be perfect.”

“full of dead men’s bones and all uncleanness” (27-28). For a religious group which prided itself on its
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Using well-understood meanings of holiness and perfection of His day, Jesus has framed
His expectations for His disciples quite clearly, and at the same time, tied in Moses with
his practical and relatable examples to demonstrate what God meant all along. We do the
SOTM and God’s intentions a disservice when we extract His commandments from their
context to form rules for living rather than emphasizing the lifestyle God desires in the
context of its relational core.
A formal discourse analysis in the fullest sense would have also included a
mapping of the syntactic units which are present in the spoken discourse, as well as
utilization of all of the tools, whereas this one has admittedly been limited in scope to
only highlights and significant findings of relevance. Nevertheless, it should be evident
from this limited foray into discourse analysis of the SOTM that much can be learned and
understood through the procedure which is restricted from view with other vantage
points. Being the master communicator that He was,126 we are left with the inescapable
conclusion that Jesus knew exactly what He was doing as well as the implications of
what His words meant–and in light of their cultural context, He fully intended for them to
be followed.
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TOWARD RESOLVING THE DISCIPLESHIP DISCONNECT
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Chapter 7
Findings & Implications
(Conclusion & Practical Application)

Introduction
Review of the Problem and Limitations of Earlier Methods
We have seen how the historical-critical methods which have dominated
hermeneutics in the last century inevitably limit the insights which can be revealed. These
various approaches began with noble intentions of better understanding the “world behind
the text,”1 and as a whole they do help illumine biblical authors’ argumentation style and
structure as well as their editorial choices.2 Admirably, each emerged to counteract a
negative trend, seeking to reconcile perceived contradictions and changes in literary style
and vocabulary,3 and thus hopefully bolster confidence in the Bible. And yet, each falls
short of accomplishing their intention because their very nature requires assumptions
which are all-too-easily influenced by the critic’s presuppositions and skepticism.
As a result, pastors who were trained in traditional expository methods draw from
commentaries which are steeped in these historical-critical methods, and so they are able to
explicate important details about the text’s historical, geographical, and linguistic context.
But we have difficulty “hearing” it as the original audience would have. When we–or the
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sources we are using–are seeking to understand meaning in individual words and phrases
but do not take into account the larger narrative and elements of discourse, we have
difficulty seeing the “big picture” and hearing the passage’s counter-cultural
implications. It would be like reading Bonhoeffer with only a general awareness of his
ministry during the time of the Third Reich, without being able to see the evolution of his
thought over the years in response to his shifting political roles.4
The statements Jesus made were radical and inherently counter-cultural5 (and yet
He delivered them in a way which would have been completely natural and satisfying to
His audience). Further, the nature of printed text and its dominance in Western culture
promotes an intellectualized propositional approach6 which is inherently dialectical rather
than the Jewish one which is admirably dialogic (the context in which the SOTM was
originally delivered). The inevitable result is that today’s churchgoers are more biblically
informed, yet struggle to understand the Bible’s implications for their life.
This is undoubtedly one of the reasons why we are seeing a growing disconnect
between the discipleship paradigm of how Jesus taught us to live versus how
contemporary Christians actually live. It is not for lack of intention, but because we have
emphasized the wrong thing: In Western culture (particularly in America), we prioritize
head knowledge and intellectual evaluation of the relative merits of points and
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propositions. But the Sermon on the Mount deals with difficult matters of the heart which
involve relationships, priorities, and interpersonal interactions, and people are not easily
persuaded on such matters through intellectual truth propositions. Life transformation on
matters like these occurs only when the relevance of the issues hits close to home.7
Typically that works best when in a dialogical mode of inquiry (i.e., through relationship)
followers of Christ are challenged to consider better ways of living.

Hearing Jesus Anew
The Vantage Point Metaphor and its Implications for Understanding the SOTM
Our culture values story and appreciates narrative, but Western approaches to
biblical hermeneutics have stripped the biblical text of much of its narrative and
discursive power in favor of what is rational and propositional, while these are the very
aspects our soul longs for and needs in order to embrace lasting change. When these
factors are missing, it makes it harder for us to perceive the immediacy and relevance of
Jesus’ lifestyle expectations, and so it should be no surprise that the history of SOTM
interpretation reflects many efforts “to domesticate everything in it that is shocking,
demanding, and uncompromising, and render it harmless.”8
When viewed propositionally and didactically (especially in the absence of
dialogic possibility), the inevitable result is a one-size-fits-all checklist-oriented faith
where “discipleship” demands conformity to the paradigm. But as we saw in the Vantage
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Point movie, a complex web of interactions and hidden but highly-relevant connections
exists which cannot be seen when viewed solely from a single limited vantage point. In
the movie,9 the various perspectives were not wrong; the persons and actions portrayed
from a single vantage point simply had not seen everything nor fully grasped everything
which had taken place. Only when all the vantage points were combined into a cohesive
whole did the full scope and implications take shape.10 Our review of the vast literature of
the SOTM has demonstrated that there is considerable diversity in interpretations and
perspectives, mostly stemming from a wide variety of presumptive approaches. Most are
helpful at illuminating various insights and applications at the word and phrase level in
light of the geographic and historical context, but only in recent years have we begun to see
commentary that explores the implications of the SOTM in light of the larger narrative.11
Unfortunately, it is those isolated vantage points, viewed in want of the larger
story and apart from the SOTM’s cultural and rhetorical context, which have missed
important contextual applications. When parishioners become more biblically
knowledgeable without comprehending the contextual and counter-cultural ramifications
which those details made for followers in His day and thus make for Christian living in
today’s cultural context, the inevitable result is lifestyle contradictions in the lives of
adherents. Thus, a growing number of churchgoing followers who appreciate biblical
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Namely McKnight’s Story of God commentary, although Davies’ Setting of the SOTM,
Garland’s Reading Matthew, and Quarles’ SOTM make notable contributions toward that end, and
Allison’s SOTM lays a great foundation.
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knowledge and commitment still evidence a disconnect, sometimes even living in direct
contradiction to the lifestyle of discipleship which Jesus articulated as the norm for his
followers.
Alan Hirsch describes this discipleship disconnect well:
On the odd occasions we have actually managed to engage in some form of
discipleship, we have tended to limit it to issues of personal spirituality (prayer
times, Bible study, God's leading, tithing, etc.) and not conceive of it as
something that has direct ramifications beyond the individual's privatized
religious sensitivities. But discipleship in the way of Jesus is surely much more
comprehensive than that. That we have cultivated an attenuated form of ‘designer’
discipleship, a do-it-yourself spirituality that has little to say beyond the confines
of the Christian community itself, only highlights the need to recover something a
whole lot more vigorous than what we currently have.12
While a single dissertation cannot in and of itself reverse the trend, it has been a goal of
this one to document the challenges, identify reasons why such a disconnect may exist,
and begin to offer a viable solution which it is hoped others will embrace and expand
upon in successive works.

Dialectic vs Dialogic: Optimal Heuristics for Communicating Expectations
We have also seen how dialogic modes of inquiry and communication provide an
optimal participatory heuristic for understanding the rhetorical and narrative aspects of
the Sermon on the Mount and its meaning for today.13 As Bakhtin reminds us, all
language is inherently dialogic. This is vital not just because the SOTM involves speech
and narrative, but it is particularly important considering how sharply it contrasts with the
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predominantly Western approach of dialectic processes which were shaped by GrecoRoman perspectives and print-based communication.14 While the Hegelian dialectic may
be useful for rationally explaining the progression of ideas,15 it can be counterproductive
when multiple paradigms or ideologies have to be resolved because one putative solution
inevitably is privileged over the others.
As we learned from Wegerif, dialectical processes presuppose that differences are
contradictions, “leading to a movement of overcoming” (i.e., one view / one solution
wins–thus power struggles), while dialogic processes presuppose “that meaning arises
only in the context of difference” (i.e., we learn from one another and become a better
community as a result).16 For communication in today’s postmodern culture, these
distinctions are paramount: If we expect to communicate holiness standards and discipleship
expectations to people who were raised in today’s postmodern culture and do so through
monologic declarative rules, our efforts will be fruitless. Dialogism helps identify
meaning within relational context while simultaneously expanding our understanding and
appreciation of others’ perspectives, and as any educator who is well-versed in
Vygotsky’s “Zone of Proximal Development” or constructivism knows well, it is the only
way for meaningful learning to occur. Sadly, in the Church we still use rote memorization
and catechetical processes to teach what should be a life-transforming paradigm–and we
wonder why today’s culture does not “get” it nor embrace what we preach?
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With Wegerif and Petrilli, we discovered that dialogic processes derive meaning
through difference,17 and Bakhtin helped us to understand the importance of the
embodied other. His concept of the “material embodiment of signs” explains how an
expression is a “living context of exchange” in relation to others,”18 and to understand
meaning, it has to be derived relationally through dialogue.19 And even though we see
dialogic communication throughout Scripture (especially in the Sermon on the Mount),
regrettably we still tend to interpret Scripture–and teach it–as if it were monologic.
Jesus spoke in a particular language to a particular group of people using signs,
symbols, metaphors, and rhetorical styles that His audience would have been completely
familiar with, encoding His message in their day, their way.20 So for us to understand
how its message applies to our context and articulate it well to today’s followers, we
cannot simply unpack the words and phrases which comprise his discourse using
historical-critical methods which are incapable of appreciating narrative and discursive
elements. Instead, the participatory hermeneutic of dialogism encourages us to evaluate
the history and assumptions of the rhetorical exchange we observe. Through that exercise
we found significant meaning such as what it meant to a Jew to “make a fence around the
Torah,” what a Kal v’Chomer argumentation strategy implied, what “be perfect” meant to
Jesus’ hearers, and what meaning He embedded within its chiastic delivery structures. All
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of these have powerful implications for believers in today’s culture, but only when we
see them in light of the first-century culture in which they were initially delivered.

Significant Findings & Implications
Making a Fence Around the Torah (Key Insights from Narratological Analysis)
Consequently, one of the most important findings is that Matthew has
intentionally and strategically portrayed Jesus as a Jewish rabbi delivering His Torah for
His followers. Matthew’s focalizing efforts identify Jesus as a new Moses delivering
application of the law on the mount for the gathered community’s participation and
engagement as disciples. With Jewish rabbis Lapide and Neusner (and support from
Davies), we learned that rabbinic holiness included a concept of “making a fence around
the Torah” to ensure that one does not ever cross the line. This is precisely what Jesus is
doing: Not rejecting or contending against the law of Moses, but reframing and elevating
its stature to emphasize the heart issues which lie behind the commandments:
Not only must I not kill; I must not even approach the threshold of anger that in
the end leads to murder. Not only must I not commit adultery; I must not even
approach the road that leads to adultery. Not only must I not swear falsely by
God's name; I should not swear at all. These formulations represent an elaboration
of three of the Ten Commandments. In the language of a text of Judaism
attributed to authorities long before Jesus' own time, ‘Make a fence around the
Torah.’ That is to say, conduct yourself in such a way that you will avoid even the
things that cause you to sin, not only sin itself.21
It is highly lamentable that modern Western interpretation so frequently presumes that in
the SOTM Jesus is setting himself against Moses and instead “inaugurating a new
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morality,” a popular notion which Stott adamantly declares is not only mistaken but
untenable.22 The insights we derived from discourse analysis further underscore this
claim and clarify Jesus’ intent.

Exceeding the Scribes’ & Pharisees’ Righteousness (Key Insights from Discourse Analysis)
Employing the “deixis” tool of discourse analysis, we discovered that there was
an important distinction in the words Jesus used to refer to what has been written or said:
He used γέγραπται (gegraptai) for “it is written” when referring to the written Torah,”23
but when Jesus was contrasting what people had heard with his own articulation, He used
ἐρρέθη (errethe) “it

has often been said.” His audience would have understood that He was

referring to oral tradition, not the written Law. This tightening of application without
disrespecting the law affirms His insistence that He did not come to abolish the Law but
to “fulfill” it,24 and it would be consistent with the concept of making a “fence around the
Torah” which is common in rabbinic teaching.25 The significance of this imporant deixis
is not evident at the sentence nor paragraph level, but only becomes evident when viewed
from the vantage point of the larger Matthean narrative.
Through the “sign systems & knowledge” tool we learned that Jesus utilized a
number of distinctively rabbinic terms and techniques which indicate not only his
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familiarity with their use amongst Jewish religious leaders’ thought processes but also
His understanding of their privileged status in Torah-teaching. The most recognizable of
these was Kal v’Chomer ()וחומר קל, literally “light and heavy,” where a lighter (simpler)
but more certain proposition is used to deduce the same conclusion from a more complex
or heavier one.26 Considering that such expressions are used to privilege or de-privilege
specific sign systems,”27 and that it is a well-known rule of Talmudic hermeneutics which
is often used in rabbinic teaching,28 Jesus’ use of it three times in the discourse is a clear
indication that He was intentionally articulating rabbinic instruction to His followers.
Using the “Why this Way and Not That Way” tool of discourse analysis, we
learned that the SOTM is full of chiastic or “ring composition,” a rhetorical technique
common in the discourse of oral cultures which facilitates both memorization and recall
of lengthy sections of material.29 Such composition methods seem odd and even scattered
or incomprehensible to Western cultures, but would have been perfectly normal and
natural for Jesus’ audience. His audience would have also known that the “point”of the
chiasmus is the middle where the paired reasoning reaches its crescendo of the section,30
thus making abundantly clear that its central theme was an insistence on avoiding
duplicity, showmanship, and religiosity, and its zenith within that was the Lord’s prayer,
and the pinnacle of that was His instruction to pray that we will bring to pass on earth
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what is in heaven. So stylistically and rhetorically, Jesus is calling His followers to whole
(mature) living which literally manifests amongst humanity “on earth” what is already a
reality “in heaven.”31 Jesus is calling His followers to bring about His kingdom on earth
in the way we live.
Lastly, through the “situated meaning” tool of discourse analysis, we learned that
Jesus’ concluding exhortation to “be perfect” did not mean to Jews of His day what we
take it to mean in contemporary Western culture in the sense of absolute moral
perfection. Instead, its meaning was nuanced and specific to the worldview and cultural
context in which it was delivered,32 a culture which was well-acquainted with holiness as
ritual purity but which also understood that something which was “complete, whole, entire”33
and living out its intended purpose was “perfect” in God’s eyes. So when Jesus used the
Greek word τέλειος (which paralled the Hebrew word for wholeness–tâmîm), His
audience would have understood that he was elevating the definition of righteousness to
one which does not rely on legalistic observance of the law (ritual purity) but to one of
heart intention (intended purpose). As Thomas J. Oord puts it, the context of Jesus’
command suggests that love (the ultimate fulfillment of that intended purpose) “is what it
means to be perfect as God is perfect.”34 After all, God loves everyone, even those who
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do not return love; thus we are to imitate God in this by loving our enemies as well as
those who declare themselves enemies of God.35 Borrowing from John Wesley’s rich
legacy on perfection, Oord declares, “If in any particular moment, we respond to God by
loving as God asks us to love, we are perfect in that moment as God is perfect in every
moment.”36

Conclusion
The Point of it All: What Jesus Intended
In light of all of this, it seems abundantly clear that Jesus is not merely
inaugurating a new morality in contradistinction to Pharasaic righteousness, but is instead
advocating for the holistic transformational discipleship of His followers. A rabbi
himself, Jesus employs the argumentation style, examples, and delivery techniques which
rabbis of His day used when laying out their Torah. Rather than setting forth a Greek /
Hegelian contrast, He is engaging in rhetorical dialogue (as Jewish rabbis so often do) in
ways that inspire and motivate His hearers to live transformed lives.
By far, one of the most significant findings to emerge from the use of discourse
analysis is Glen Stassen’s identification of the “transforming initiatives” of the SOTM.
These provide an optimal conclusion for clarifying exactly what Jesus intended. In stark
contrast to the traditional presumption that the deixic “you have heard, but I say”
statements are dyadic “antitheses” which contrast Old Testament righteousness with a
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new morality introduced by Jesus, Stassen observes a triadic structure in the discourse
which opens the door to clearly understanding their meaning. In Stassen’s analysis, the
central application section of the SOTM (5:21–7:12) is comprised of fourteen triads, each
of which (1) begins with a traditional teaching, then (2) introduces “a realistic diagnosis
of vicious cycles and power dynamics that cause injustice if we handle them
inappropriately, then (3) concludes with a constructive alternative.37 That constructive
alternative is not a renunciation in the Bonhoeffer sense38 but love–a “transforming
initiative” which breaks the vicious cycle39 and moves the action onto our own turf,40
thus showing a grace-filled way of deliverance.41
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Figure 5 - The Fourteen Triads of the Sermon on the Mount

A few of the ways Stassen has derived this from the discourse include: (1)
Observing that Matthew’s gospel consistently prefers triads over dyads, utilizing 75 triads
compared with “almost no dyads;”42 (2) noting that the triadic structure places the
emphasis on the third member of the triad, making it not a negative prohibition (as so
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often is presumed), but a transforming (i.e., pro-active) initiative;43 (3) Identifying how
the structure of the two sets of three topics aligns nicely with Luz’ analysis of the chiastic
structure of the SOTM, while simultaneously resolving a key discrepancy;44 and (4)
Careful attention to how the Greek verbs are used in the discourse itself. The main verbs
used in the synopsis of traditional righteousness are all future tense or subjunctive, while
the main verbs in the vicious cycles are “are all continuing process verbs–indicatives,
participles, infinitives.”45
This is the “language in use” function of discourse analysis,46 as contrasted with
hermeneutical insights which are gleaned solely at the word and phrase level. In fact, it
even explains many of the disparities between the SOTM and the Sermon on the Plain,
since for the most part Luke seems to have only retained the transforming initiative and
omitted most of the rest of the explication.47 It is also worth noting that Stassen began
developing this approach systematically after identifying four levels of moral discourse,
and that he came up with it in dialogue with several named others.48
Geek and sci-fi aficionados may also note that fourteen triads (14 x 3) equals 42,
which is best known as “the Answer to the Great Question of Life, the Universe, and
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Everything” in Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy lore.49 Intriguingly, Stassen & Gushee
note that the number three-times-fourteen “was important to Matthew” and both the
Pharisees and Sadducees saw mystical significance in it.50 In fact, Matthew even begins
his gospel by tracing three sets of fourteen generations to establish Jesus’ Messianic
legitimacy.51
Even more importantly, Stassen amply demonstrates how our tendency to see it as
a series of dyads stems from our familiarity with Platonic dualism, not from a study of
the discourse we find in the narrative. In true ethicist fashion, he shows how this dualistic
approach gave rise to a “tradition of evasion” beginning with Justin Martyr52 and
continuing through Martin Luther and many notable others.53 Indeed, the vast majority of
interpretive approaches to the SOTM which are evasive in nature (Catholicism’s double
standard moralism, Two Realms, inaugurated eschatology, as well as those which declare
it to be high but unrealistic ideals) are explained through Stassen’s discourse-centric
explanation. Other approaches which compartmentalize Jesus’ teachings (such as
attitudes-not-actions, dispensationalism, generalized principles, etc.) by praising Jesus’
idealism while concluding they cannot realistically be followed, stem directly from
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Platonic dualism and the “tradition of evasion” which it led to.54 That tradition even
challenged Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s ability to respond confidently and transformatively in
the face of evil,55 and it has plagued Christianity’s ability to respond dialogically in the
face of oppression and injustice, as well as to holistically integrate Jesus’ teachings in
both corporate and individual lives.
For example, a sizeable percentage of Christians as well as many sympathizers in
culture are under the mistaken impression that expressions like “go the extra mile,” “turn
the other cheek,” “do not resist evil,” “give to the one who asks,” and “let him have your
coat [tunic] as well”56 command a passive kind of acquiescence to powers and injustices
which essentially make us “doormats.”57 However, Stassen & Gushee admirably
demonstrate (through their analysis of the discourse and its rhetorical context) that these
admonitions are part of Jesus’ transforming initiatives whereby He is not merely telling
followers to give in, but to instead “take a nonviolent initiative that confronts injustice
and initiates the possibility of reconciliation.”58 Rather than positing an either/or
dialectical argumentation (which being a later Greco-Roman construct would be
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inconsistent with Hebraic or Rabbinic thought anyway), “Jesus is realistically diagnosing
vicious cycles and pointing to ways of deliverance that put us in touch with God’s
presence in ordinary life and that affirm human flourishing.”59 Stassen’s ethic derived
directly from analyzing Jesus’ discourse in the SOTM is a refreshing and liberating
perspective which would have fundamentally transformed the way much of the twentieth
century’s power dynamics were handled, if not much of church history as well; they
could have resulted in “the breakthrough of the reign of God,”60 and this is something we
should still strive for in future interactions.

Practical Application
What Now? (How Do These Insights Help us Resolve the Discipleship Disconnect?)
In the local church, pastors need to be cognizant of the seismic shifts which have
occurred in our Western cultural context over the last few decades. These shifts have
dramatically impacted the receptivity of congregation members toward discipleship
opportunities. Several research studies–the Transformational Discipleship Assessment
(TDA) conducted by LifeWay Research in 2011,61 the State of Discipleship study
conducted by the Barna Research Group in partnership with the Navigators,62 and the
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REVEAL study conducted by Willow Creek Community Church63–make clear that the
checklist-style discipleship class format (which has formed the paradigmatic basis of
much of contemporary Protestantism’s spiritual formation methodology for decades64) is
not working.65 Other research by Ed Stetzer and Thom Rainier documents these shifts,
and the missional discipleship writings of authors like Alan Hirsch and Michael Frost
explain why.66
The TDA identified eight attributes which reveal what a contemporary disciple of
Jesus looks like: “Bible engagement, obeying God and denying self, serving God and
others, sharing Christ, exercising faith, seeking God, building relationships, and being
unashamed (transparency).”67 These parallel and articulately describe some of the same
findings as the State of Discipleship study recognized as critical, and they elaborate on
the four primary categories which the REVEAL study identified as growth metrics.
Consequently, a number of discipleship resources have emerged which embrace the
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needed shifts, most notably Stetzer & Rainier’s Transformational Church which
introduced a new “scorecard” centered upon discipleship as movement toward Jesus to
counter the traditional “bodies, budgets, & buildings” (or “nickels & noses”) metrics
which have often taken center stage in most definitions and perceptions of what
constitutes church “success.”
For pastors seeking to apply insights from these perspectives, four resources are
particularly helpful in addressing the needs in the local church context. While the first
three of these authors have not consciously embraced narrative and discourse approaches
as an intentional foundation, their articulations nonetheless either proceed from or
parallel the insights we have followed in this study; they are a natural segue for
implementing what this project has been advocating:
(1) Bob Whitesel’s Spiritual Waypoints68 is helpful in providing a refreshing
contemporary re-working and application of the classic “Engel Scale” of evangelism
readiness.69 Whitesel’s approach adds a narrative journey-themed basis to what would
otherwise be dry research about statistics regarding cultural trends, and the inevitable
dialogue which it encourages with the spiritual wayfarer is potentially transformative in
ways that move far beyond what Engel & Norton’s classic accomplished. Whitesel’s
modifications to the scale also add very important nuanced delineations to the postconversion side of the scale, ones which underscore transformational discipleship and
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enable better tracking of where someone is at in the process of developing into full
maturity as a disciple of Christ. It is geared more toward pastors and ministry leaders.
(2) Steve DeNeff & David Drury’s SoulShift70 explores seven distinct shifts which
need to occur in individual believers. Unlike most discipleship texts, the focus is on who
the person is actually becoming in Christ rather than spiritual disciplines. Several of the
shifts which it identifies are close parallels (or applications) of the “eight attributes” which
the Transformational Discipleship Assessment study identified. With an impressive array
of church-based curriculum resources,71 this study is optimally designed for use in
church-wide small groups, and it would form a good starting point for a pastor who is
wanting to get his congregation thinking and moving toward a more transformational
approach.
(3) Daniel Im’s forthcoming book No Silver Bullets 72 is a potential game-changer
in this area because of how well it integrates much of the research and rationale we have
explored in this study and proposes a tangible solution toward restructuring local church
discipleship efforts to become more transformational. Further, the model it advocates
echoes the “movement toward the center” approach which Anabaptist missiologist Paul
Hiebert articulated as preferable over bounded-set ethics73 (which have dominated
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Western Protestantism and loomed large in our culture’s rejection of Christianity).
Metrics and processes which emphasize movement toward the center–instead of in
regards to tasks and checklists derived from bounded-set discipleship paradigms–are far
more likely to be well-received in contemporary culture, especially among Millenials.
This book would be ideal for church leaders and ministry teams to work through together.
(4) Glen Stassen’s Living the Sermon on the Mount74 provides a very practical and
hope-filled approach toward overcoming vicious cycles by understanding and applying
the insights from the transforming initiatives. It is organized around the Sermon on the
Mount and written from a very practical, realistic perspective, and his findings emerge
directly from analysis of the discourse and narrative. Unlike so many texts which portray
the SOTM as unrealistic and with unattainably high ideals, or which make discipleship
seem like a never-ending series of tasks and checklists to accomplish, Stassen’s approach
centers around empowerment to overcome the vicious cycles which easily beset many
Christians. It would work well as a textbook for small group and college or young adult
studies on the topic as well as for one-on-one and small group accountability dialogues.
Beyond the local church context, seminaries and Bible colleges have clung to
historical-critical methods for far too long, and only in recent decades have we begun to
appreciate the narrative and discursive aspects. A growing number of books on newer
interpretive methods, including those we have used here to discern the SOTM’s most
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salient applications, are becoming available and increasingly accessible for seminarians,
yet due to the factors Thomas Kuhn identified, they have yet to be readily embraced.
Because these newer approaches not only open up new avenues for understanding and
empower effective cultural engagement, these resources75 should be encouraged by
department heads, adopted as textbooks by professors, and read by students. Further,
dialogic modes of inquiry and constructivist forms of active learning instruction have
consistently demonstrated significant learning potential over rote memorization and
didactic teaching based on propositions, but church-based institutions are often the
slowest to respond to such evidence-based best practices.
Lastly, story is the mode and method of the Bible, and it is the language our hearts
understand and our souls long for, so if we truly wish to transform culture and remedy the
discipleship disconect, we must begin at the root by re-appropriating the power of story
in teaching for transformation. After all, that is exactly what Jesus did, and it worked
exceedingly well for Him.
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